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Abstract

This paper aims to assess the consequences of the amendments made to the Kyoto Protocol during COP
7 in Marrakech. Following a comprehensive policy analysis, the major issue of "hot air" and CDM
transaction costs is examined using the CERT model. This was done to show that primary supply
regions, typically those with "hot air" availability, ight control the emissions reduction permit supply
market and maximise net export revenues of permit supply by withholding 40 to 60% of available "hot
air" credits. The assumption that primary permit suppliers control permit price via a restriction of "hot
air" supply to the market will inadvertently leave a portion of the market share open to Non-Annex 
CDM supply, despite potentially extreme variance in CDM transaction costs. A summary table of
policy implications on the emissions reduction permit market is also included in the Appendix.
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Al. Introduction

The first part of this study is intended for policy makers well versed in the negotiations, but begins with
an introduction to the Kyoto Protocol, its inception and general approach to achieving greenhouse gas
emissions reduction, for those who are not. The main body is intended to cover issues dealing with the
implementation of the three Kyoto flexibility mechanisms maintaining a focus on updating the reader
with new developments and important amendments made to the pre-existing Kyoto Protocol (following
the seventh set of negotiations eld in Marrakech, Morocco in October of 2001)1. Special attention
will be given to the likely distributional effects of investments in each of the mechanisms. The three
flexibility mechanisms being; joint implementation (JI), the clean development mechanism (CDM) and
international emissions trading (IET). Aside of the mechanisms, policy issues relevant to domestic
reductions will be briefly discussed (such as reasons for abatement cost differences amongst Parties to
the Protocol and potential conflicts with WTO rules arising from domestic reduction policies).
Consideration must also be given to the policy guidelines for sinks as a viable method of emissions
reduction. Finally, an "open issues" section will briefly discuss other key areas to be aware of in the
climate change negotiations (such as "hot air 2implications and assigning reduction targets to Non-

Annex B countries).

The second part of the paper builds upon key policy issues discussed in the first section by undertaking
a static modeling analysis of the emissions permit trading market. In the process of identifying the
important policy elements restricting the use of the three flexibility mechanisms, it became clear that
there were two standout issues with respect to the likely diversification of investment and cost profile
of credits arising from use of the mechanisms. First, that the quantity of low cost "hot air" entering the
market will have a large ipact on market price and diversity of investments in the market, and thus
supply to the market. Secondly, it was perceived that transaction costs of competing emissions credits
arising from Non-Annex B CDM reduction projects would, to a large extent, govern the economic
viability of such projects (especially those of a smaller scale). This would then determine the ability of
such credits to compete with other project related credits originating from typically cheaper I
investments and/or non-project related "hot air" permits.

In this context, the theoretical goal of the modeling analysis was to test the hypothesis stating that if
primary emissions reduction permit suppliers, namely those with "hot air", were to act as price makers
in the market by restricting supply of essentially zero cost "hot air" permits, investment flow would be
inadvertently directed towards developing countries and indeed "hot air" would not flood the market.
This theory presumes partially monopolistic market behaviour (achieved through restriction of "hot
air" supply) on the part of primary " hot air" permit suppliers, mainly Russia and the Ukraine. To test
this hypothesis, the Certified Emissions Reduction Trade (CERT) model' was employed as a method of
market representation. With the model, the market can be analysed in an isolated, static way with user
control of market availability of "hot air" and control of transaction costs. It could then be determined
at which hot air supply percentage the profit maximizing goals of "hot air" suppliers might be achieved
and subsequently what share of the market would be captured by other suppliers and the associated
market price of permits. In addition to this, a secondary goal was to determine the impact predicted
transaction costs might have on the competitiveness of certified emissions reduction credits (CERs,
from CDM investments) with emissions reduction units (ERUs, from J1 projects) and "hot air" assigned
amount units (AAUs) and consequently to what degree Non-Annex B regions would remain market

players.

] For quantitative policy analysis of past climate change negotiation sessions refer to: [55], Buenos Aires
framework, COP 4; [801 COP 6 in The Hague; and [681 and [821 for farther analysis of COP 7 in Marrakech.
2Hot air is a result of the overstatement of the assigned amount likely to be granted to states of the Former Soviet
Union (FSU) that underwent political change. Basically, such countries will report extremely high baseline
emissions due to former centralised development heavily relying on fossil fuel intensive energy production.
Following the opening of industry to global competition and its subsequent disintegration, some of the FSU
countries underwent drastic reduction of energy use and so emissions have actually decreased since baseline
reporting. Ts translates into emissions already below commitments listed in Annex B to the Kyoto Protocol,
thereby leaving such countries with Assigned Amount Units (AAUs) totaffing more than their aggregate
commitment period reduction target amount. The credit surplus of AAUs has been dubbed "hot air". Refer to the
A6.3 for details.
3The CERT model was developed by Rolf Kappel (ETH Ziirich), Peter Staub (ETTI Zihich) and Rirg Griltter
(Grfitter Consulting) on behalf of the NSS Program of the World Bank.
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The expectation is that the restriction of "hot air" supply to the market will push the market price of
permits upwards. The upward price push will open the market to other cheap project related sources of
emissions reduction investment (predictably those supplied by the FSU or other Eastern European
countries (EETs) in the form of ERUs or by Non-Annex countries in the form of CERs). The
upward price push would persist until net export revenues attributable to investments in permits
originating in the FSU begin to decline. Restriction of "hot air" beyond this point would result in an
increased proportion of market share of reduction permits to other countries (likely Cina). Thus, in
effect, it is expected that the FSU, with its vast dominance of market supply (a combination of the "hot
air" AAUs and likely cheap JI projects) will withhold an amount of "hot air" from the market to be
used in the next commitment period. In doing this, it is expected that Non-Annex competitors will
essentially fee ride the market price.
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A2. History of The Kyoto Protocol

International Climate Change negotiations formally began to take shape at the "Earth Summit" in Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil in 1992. The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCQ was formed earlier that year due to climate change concerns reported jointly by the World
Meteorological Organisation (WM0), the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) and the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). The UNFCCC called for a stabilisation of
greenhouse gases (GHGs) to a safe level, suggesting developed countries, particularly OECD member
countries, should take the lead. These leader" countries were established in Annex 14 to the UNFCCC,
including the economies in transition (EIT). Countries reported as primarily developing countries were
allocated to the group of Non-Annex I Parties.

Following signing of the UNFCCC, the IPCC, formed outside of the negotiating process, was charged
with the task of monitoring climate change. Additionally, the Subsidiary Body for Technological
Advice (SBSTA), focused on mechanism-related issues in the negotiations, was formed and charged
with the task of making recommendations to the negotiators based on their findings.

Soon after, the release of the first IPCC report indicated that the issue of climate change was quickly
reaching a critical point. In its latest scientific assessment, the IPCC warns that accumulating evidence
points strongly toward a steadily warming world in the 21st century. The new report also emphasizes
that the warming appears to be accelerating: "The projected rate of warming is much larger than the
observed changes during the 20th century and is very likely to be without precedent during at least the
last 10,000 years, based on paleoclimate data."5 Statistical modeling, the panel found, now indicates
that the average global surface temperature in the year 2100 will be somewhere between 14 and 5. IC
higher than in 1990, without attempts made at emissions reduction (but with a vast array of different
assumptions related to population growth, GDP, etc.) 42]. That is higher than the range of I to 35 C
that the IPCC forecast in its previous assessment, five years prior 42].

As a framework designed to address the problem of climate change mitigation, the Kyoto Protocol was
developed at the third conference of the parties to the UNFCCC (COP 3) held in Kyoto, Japan in 1997.
The Protocol includes Annexes of membership; parties (countries having signed the agreement) with
established reduction targets are listed in Annex B 6 and those countries not listed are deemed Non-
Annex B (developing countries without reduction targets). Annex B of Kyoto and Annex I of the
UNFCCC generally coincide with each other; with the exception that Annex requires parties to falfil
investment agreements in Non-Annex I countries but is essentially non-binding. Membership in
Annex B necessitates the establishment of a reduction target and, should the protocol be ratified by the
respective party member, compliance with the established reduction target. The Protocol calls for
parties to implement specified policies in taking the lead towards addressing climate change. It calls
upon the enhancement of energy efficient technologies, renewable resource use, enhancement of
forests and agriculture deemed vital carbon sinks, reduction of market imperfections, and generally
global limitation of GHG emissions 76]. It is an example of the Parties' understanding that this can
only be accomplished through joint efforts, making use of dynamic trading and investment mechanisms
which are especially targeted at diminishing the increased risk assumed by the least developed
countries of the world (those that will suffer most from the consequences of climate change).

Such dynamic mechanisms outlined in the Kyoto Protocol include JI (article 6), the CDM (article 12)
and IET (article 17). The three mechanisms are essentially methods of trading emissions, ideally
facilitating the exploitation of lowest-cost reduction opportunities. The former two mechanisms are
project based, that is they are emissions trading agreements in which one entity, the credit buyer,
invests in an emissions reducing project in another entity, the host, and recovers the costs of his/her
investment in the form of the attributed emissions reduction credits. I covers project based investment
between Annex B parties (those with reduction targets to achieve) and credits transferred are termed
emissions reduction units (ERUs). The CDM addresses so-called North-South project investments,
between Annex B parties and Non-Annex B parties or, unilaterally between Non-Annex B parties.
Credits transferred under the CDM are termed certified emissions reduction units (CERs). The project
mechanisms are based on the "baseline-and-credit" system of emissions reduction, where the project

4Refer to the official listing of Annex I Parties to the LTNFCCC text in Appendix 2.
-5 Taken from the Working Group I, Summary for Policyrnakers, 2001 report [411.
6Annex B countries and reduction targets are included in Appendix 3.
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undertaken is credited against an established eissions baseline of the project. International
Emissions Trading refers to market based trades of emissions reductions, that is, the trade of all
emissions reduction credits via an international market. Credit trading is facilitated by the full
interchangeability of credits, this being commonly referred to as their fungibilitY7.

Other credits which can be traded amongst Annex parties include those which arise from their
original assigned reduction amount; so-called assigned amount units (AAUs) and those arising from
Land Use, Land-Use Change and Forestry ULUCF) sinks project investments (article 33 and 34 of
the Protocol); so-called removal units (RMUs).

While all credits are interchangeable, their implementation guidelines and estrictions have led to
speculation as to the environmental integrity and indeed investment distribution that they might
catalyses

A2 I Baseline Assessment, Kyoto Targets and Compliance

The Kyoto Protocol proposed that developed nations listed in Anex B, take on emissions reduction
targets of at least % (of GHGs listed in Annex A of 1990 baseline emissions to be achieved in the
first commitment period of the protocol, 2008 to 2012. These targets can be found in Annex B9 of te
Kyoto Protocol. The explanation below, which accompanies Figure I have been adapted from: 36],
The Kyoto Protocol 761, the Bonn Agreement 771 and the Marrakech Accords 75].

Baseline AssignedAmount (AA)

The Assigned Amount of a Party in the base year will be equal to the Annex reduction percentage
times base year CO2e10 emissions from Annex A sources times five (see bar in Figure 1). For
Parties' collectively addressing their target as a so-called "bubble" (referred to as joint fulfilment;
article 4 of the Kyoto Protocol), they are required to use their agreed bubble reduction percentage. This
option has been adopted by the European Union, but with the exception of previously speculated joint
falfilment within North America (Mexico, US and Canada), no other countries have made motions
towards use of this mechanism. For those Parties with net sources of emissions due to deforestation,
the amount of emissions will be added on (this would be part of bar in Figure 1).

AssignedAmount 2008 to 2012

The Assigned Amount (bar in Figure 1) is submitted at the latest Jan. 1, 2007 for a 12-month review
period. Then, if confirmed, it becomes the fixed amount for beginning the compliance regime. This
amount is then equal to the initial AAUs registered into a Parties' account. One could say then, that the
AAUs are permits aocated to each Party of the Protocol based on a cap-and-trade" system of
allocation of emissions reduction. The cap ultimately will be the combined emissions of the Party at
the end of the year commitment period and the permits are those AAUs allocated based on the
percentage reduction below their respective 1990 baseline emissions amount. During the commitment
period 2008 to 2012), additions to the AA will be from J, CDM and emissions pem-dts/credits
acquired from other countries (perhaps through the IET) (bar 3 of Figure 1) and net sinks from
LULUCF activities (bar 2 of Figure 1). Subtractions from the AA will be made by J and emissions
trading (credits/pennits released) and net sources from LULUCF activities. In the example below,
there is a 8% reduction target, a net sink of LULUCF activities and an addition of ERUs, CERs and/or
AAUs equal to bars 2 and 3.

7Fungibility refers to the interchangeability of credits with one another on the basis of their measurement. All
credits (ERUs, CERs, AAUs or RMUs) will be equal to I metric ton C02 equivalent 77].
8Annex A to the Kyoto Protocol includes the list of six GHGs and sectoral sources to be reported on by Parties' in
baseline assessment and calculation of the assigned amount. Annex A is included as Appendix 4.
9 Annex to the Protocol includes those countries listed in Annex I of the UNFCCC vfio have agreed to
emissions reduction targets (included as Appendix 3.
'0 C02 equivalent refers to global warming potential (GWP) (how much a given mass of chemical contributes to
radiative warming over a given time period compared to the same mass of carbon dioxide) of the 6 regulated
greenhouse gases relative to carbon dioxide. GWPs including direct and indirect effects for 100-year time
horizons are included in Appendix 4 Refer to the ICC Technical Summary Table 3 42] for details.
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Figure 1: Accounting of Assigned Amounts and Compliance Assessment

Compliance

At the end of the commitment period (Dec. 31, 2012), Parties must have emissions credits in the form
of AAU, ERU, CER and/or RMUs greater than or equal to the sum of their emissions from Annex A
sources (see Appendix 4 emitted during the commitment period (represented by the right hand side of
Figure 1). Aside from cancelled units (due to sinks or other project cancellations), should a Party
exceed commitment period emissions with acquired reductions, banking restrictions will be
accordingly applied for credit carry-over to the next commitment period. Should a party have an
excess of commitment period emissions over their registered reductions, they will be out of compliance
and following an additional time period for true-up, will be subject to the appropriate penalty. The
penalty will be 13 times the number of excess tonnes C02 equivalent. That is to say that non-
compliance at the end of the commitment period Ul result in a surcharge of 30% per ton C02 in
excess.

The Commitment Period Reserve

It was decided in Bonn that each Annex B party maintain a commitment period reserve of 90 percent of
its base year assigned amount or five times 100% of its most recently reviewed emissions inventory,
whichever is lower for the duration of the commitment period. Thus Parties must have an amount of
ERUs, CERs, AAUs or RMUs equal to the lowest of these two options in their national registry at any
given time following establishment of their base year assigned amount. Parties falling below this
restriction will be out of compliance and temporarily restricted fom releasing emissions credits but
still allowed to acquire credits in order to meet the requirements, with one exception. Credits issued
into a Parties' registry as ERUs will be exempt from this restriction (this being referred to as Track Il
JI). In general, the commitment period reserve is designed to prevent Parties' from over-selling credits.

A3. The Flexibility Mechanisms

To be eligible to make use of the three flexibility mechanisms, Parties must;
9 Be a Party to the Kyoto Protocol (having thus ratified the Protocol);

Have established an assigned amount;
Have in place a national system for emissions source and sinks estimation due to
anthropogenic activities;
Have a national registry in place;
Have submitted the most recent required annual review;
Have submitted supplementary information in reference to its' decision to make use of the
other LLTLUCF activities and subsequent modification of assigned amount.

5



Costs ofKyoto with and without Flexibility

The mechanisms allow industrialised nations to invest in emissions reducing projects in other countries
and be credited based on tons of C02e avoided for doing so. They were specifically designed with the
intent that they would be used on a supplemental basis to Annex countries' ability to meet reduction
commitments domestically. In absence of the mechanisms, countries with limited low-cost
opportunities for domestic emissions abatement would stand to incur significant costs of reduction.
According to a study done by the Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (ECN), countries incurring
the greatest per ton average abatement costs without use of the mechanisms would include Japan,
Austria, Italy, Switzerland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, the USA and Canada (in descending order of
costs incurred) 52]. In the Energy Modeling Forum (EMF) organised comparison of modeling results
on the topic, it is unanimously found (across all models) that, overall, reducing emissions with trading
lessens GDP losses otherwise associated with achieving emissions reduction targets under domestic
only scenarios [81].

Static Costs and Benefits of Flexibility Mechanisms

Essentially the three flexibility mechanisms are different methods of emissions trading in which the
least cost pursuit of emissions reduction results in the shift of local marginal costs of abatement
towards international marginal costs of abatement. For example, if the marginal cost of abatement is
$70 ton carbon in Japan and 4 ton carbon hi China, eissions trading allows Japan to exploit
China's potential for low cost emissions reduction through a project investment based emissions trade.
In this sense the buyer reduces his/her cost of compliance while the seller benefits from the foreign
investment. Under perfect market conditions, trading can achieve the environmental goal at the lowest
possible cost with no central coordination 451. Furthermore, as Kerr points out, because countries can
only speculate at other countries' potential for reduction, trading is a method of exploiting this private
information advantage. However, under trading, net environmental impacts are zero (if considered
globally), that is, no real reductions take place; the buyer increases local emissions while the seller
reduces.

Dynamic Benefits ofFlexibility Mechanisms

The mechanisms also function to "spread the wealth" of achieving global emissions reduction. Parties
to the Kyoto Protocol, under the proposed framework of the mechanisms, would ideally take on
varying degrees of foreign investment aimed at emissions reducing projects in other countries. Many
of these foreign investments would be directed at countries who are especially in need of foreign aid
for development and who are pursuing a path of high emissions, typical of countries initialising
development. Thus, the mechanisms function to improve the flows and patterns of investment and in
doing so may contribute to technological development, in part, through learning by doing" practical
application (in the case of the project based mechanisms) and/or learning by searching" learning
through research and development). Theoretically, early investments in speculated future competitive
technologies contributes to increased penetration rates of such technologies, which, with progressive
development, may lead to a reduction of iitially high manufacturing costs Secondly, the Protocol
permits banking of the credits across commitment periods (see below for details on banking). Thus, if
a Parties' marginal costs of abatement were projected to increase over the long term due to emissions
growth over and above technological savings, it would be in their future cost saving interest to
withhold a certain number of reduction credits in the near term to cover the projected future growth
[451. Thirdly, the lack of establishment of baselines for the next commitment period may lead parties
to act strategically in their investments (seeking primarily short-term, less uncertain investments) over
the first commitment period. Generally, this act may allow some countries' to negotiate less stringent

2targets for the next commitment period relative to competitors 45] 1 . In this way, if just targets are
not consistently set through successive commitment periods, forward looking investments might
actually be discouraged.

1 1 Refer to 471 and [5] for further discussion on the issue of endogenous technological learning.
12 Refer to 7 for further discussion on issues of market control in future commitment periods.
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The Importance of Flexibility

Important to keep in mind when considering the viability of the mechanisms however, is that they
indeed encourage the shift of emissions from one location to another, at least in the short-term. Use of
the mechanisms should encourage stabilisation of emissions from the big emitters, not spread of
emissions. However, in the long term, successful implementation of emissions reducing projects in
Non-Annex countries through the CDM or within Annex countries through JI would help to
decouple the historical carbon dependence of economic growth. This is especially important in the
developing world where countries such as China and India have been historically dependent on carbon
intensive economic growth, mainly due to inefficient energy production from coal as a primary fuel
[30]. In spite of this, in the case of centrally planned China, a decoupling of growth with carbon
emissions is expected to take place into the year 2050, with inefficient coal plants being replaced by
higher efficiency plants, fuel switching to gas, exploitation of unused hydropower and grid connection
to rural areas 30 and 831.

In ongoing Kyoto negotiations, there are concerns being expressed by the LI)Cs", AOSIS 14 and G-77"
over the equitable distribution of projects, but as of yet, the only suggestions put forth in the
negotiating text are; a recommendation to SBSTA and the IPCC to research the topic ftirther and the
establishment of the multilateral ftmding programs. An LDC expert group was established in
Marrakech and assigned the task of focusing their research on opportunities for increasing the well
being of the LDC nations through policies put forth by the COP negotiations and climate change
mitigation options.

Transaction Costs

A key determinant in the success of the Kyoto Protocol and its proposed flexibility mechanisms will be
the transaction costs incurred in emissions reductions sought by participating Parties. Transaction costs
of the CDM project cycle can be defined as arising from; establishing the case specific emission

16baseline, documenting additionality leakage" determination and conducting all required validation,
verification and certification, government approvals and registration 661. This does not include the
costs of selling these credits in the capital markets, which might impose additional fees for legal,
accounting and underwriting 66]. Michaelowa and Stronzik (2002) define transaction costs as arising
from; searching, negotiation, baseline determination, approval, validation, registration, monitoring,
verification, certification, enforcement, transfer, and registry costs, in decreasing order of relevance in
the project cycle "3. Pricewaterhousecoopers (PWC) breaks down the associated transaction costs in a
similar way in their study of transaction costs arising from the realization of CDM projects [63].

An important question can then be raised; will the mechanisms differ in transaction cost aount?
Martens et aL, and others, estimate that transaction costs will likely be highest for CDM projects and
lowest for EET with JI projects being somewhere in between [52, 71 and 221. One reason for this is
that eligibility criteria are much more strict for CDM projects, thereby contributing to their likely
higher transaction costs, from which JI will not be so afflicted 521. Indeed the costs of baseline
assessment constitute a major proportion of overall transaction costs especially in the case of CDM
projects 78]. EET transaction costs will likely be much lower, in large part due to the fact that

13 The Least Developed countries (43 proposed originally, 49 in 2001 according to UNCTAD) are characterised by
low GDP, high infant mortality, low literacy rates, low industry shares in GDP and other factors [72]. Refer to
fhtto://www.unesco.orOdc/list.htm) for further details.
14 The Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS) consists of 43 low-lying small island countries particularly
vulnerable to sea level rise.
15 The G-77 is the largest third world coalition in the United Nations, now with 133 members. See
fhttp://www.g77."r ) for details. They are often referred to in COP negotiations as the voice of the developing
world.
16 Additionality refers to both environmental additionality (reductions additional to those that would otherwise
have occurred in business as usual) and financial additionality (funds directed towards projects that would not
otherwise have been funded by existing Official Development Assistance). 161.
17 Leakage is defined as the net change of anthropogenic emissions by sources of GHGs which occur outside the
project boundary, and which are measurable and attributable to the CDM project activity [75].
18 NEchaelowa and Stronzik (2002) make a distinction of the dispersion of costs across the different flexibility
mechanisms concluding that CDM might be marginally more costly than JI and that IET would be by far the least
costly.
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monitoring systems and verification of GHG eissions efforts will already be efficiently functioning in
more developed Annex countries 52].

Michaelowa and Stronzik 2002) estimate that CDM projects and Track I I Projects might carry a
minimum fxed transaction cost of 150 000 and 80 000 Euros respectively, while transaction costs of
international emissions trading is unknown (they source Soci6t6 G6n6rate de Surveillance (SGS) for
this information). However, in the same study, it is pointed out that in the US S02 trading market,
transaction costs of 1% of project cost have been reported while in commodities and other highly liquid
markets, transaction costs of only 02% have been reported 53].

In a study done by PWC 2000) for the UK Department of Food, Environment and Rural Affairs,
transaction costs were estimated for a range of potential projects sited in India. Findings from the
report indicate larger scale projects of 400 MW or more showed transaction costs of about 02 to 14%
of capital investment required for the project. For an average combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT)
plant, this aounts to about 0.5 to 24 M USD. Smaller scale projects (1 to 15 NM) typified by wind
farms or networked photo voltaic (PV) arrays were estimated to have transaction costs of about 2 to
23% of capital investment corresponding to about 04 to 1.1 M USD. On a icro scale, projects
characterized by solar home system installations (I OOkW aray) might show transaction costs of about
74 to 227% of capital investment costs, or 037 to 1 135 M USD. Generally, the more conventional the
technology option implemented and the larger the project, the less the relative transaction costs
associated with that project (as a function of capital expenditures) 63 and 53] 19. Refer to Part 
Scenarios 2 and 3 for quantitative analysis of the impacts transaction costs (in part derived from those
suggested in the PWC tudy) on investment in the Kyoto flexibility mechanisms.

One possibility to lessen the implications of transaction costs on project proponents would be to
subsidize the process of baseline assessment during the project-screening phase. Such an example has
already been put into practice through Dutch ERUPT tenders, where project proponents received
reimbursements for baseline setting in invited fll proposals following an initial screening process 53].
Procedural standardization is being currently sought by private businesses in formulating a consistent
methodology in order to benefit from an economy of scale type price reduction, where it is likely that
the more transactions that take place, the better the experience will be, and the cheaper the overhead
associated with the transacting of these projects will become. The GHG Protocol Initiative is an
example of business efforts in the development of internationally accepted accounting and reporting
standards on greenhouse gas emissions'o. Also, because of the link between transaction costs and risk,
the associated costs (due to risk) might be reduced by portfolio diversification of project investments
and in some cases, projects may be insured 431.

Amendments to the Kyoto Protocol have, in some part, already dealt with the issue of transaction costs.
It has been well perceived that transaction costs could be a major barrier to CDM project investments,
and as such, the smoothed methodology for small-scale projects and, options for baseline setting
methodologies could help to reduce the associated transaction costs. The smoothed methodology calls
for qualifying projects to receive a certain degree of "leniency" in meeting reporting, verification and
certification requirements of other larger scale CDM projects refer to the CDM section for details).
The three-option approach to emissions baseline setting would allow for baselines measured in
previous similar projects to be applied to the current project (also explained in detail below). Indeed, in
the PWC 2000) study, savings in transaction costs were estimated at 91% in the presence of a
streamlined methodology for baseline assessment of small-scale CDM projects. Also, it has been
recognized that, in the case of small-scale projects (for example photo-voltaic solar home systems),
project bundling may account for a significant reduction of transaction costs 63, 53, and 69]. This is
due to the fact that registration of multiple individual projects in one package would reduce the
redundancy of costs associated with validation, verification and certification costs for independent
projects of the same nature. PWC 2000) also points out that indeed another logistical consideration is
the number of different bodies involved in completion of the validation, verification and certification
processes of the CDM project registration procedure. Should more than one operating entity (OE)

19 Nflchaelowa and Stronzik 2002) find transaction costs per tonne C02 reduced can range from around 1000

Euro/tonne for sall-scale PV projects to 0.1 Euro/tonne for large-scale landfill methane capture, afforestation or

CBP plant project types.

20 The GHG Protocol Initiative includes a taskforce on corporate GHG accounting (identification, calculation and

reporting of GHG emissions) and a typology and baselines taskforce. Refer to (hM://www.ghgprotocol.or for

further information.
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become involved, transaction costs will of course increase dramatically. Finally, the possibility of
unilaterally realized CDM projects (as proposed in Marrakech) could significantly reduce transaction
costs in two ways. First, the associated buyer risk inherent to bilateral project investments (where
project designers run the risk of the project not being certified) would in the case of unilaterally
realized projects, be left with the project developer. Secondly, in the case of unilaterally realized CDM
projects, the need for due diligence can be excluded from transaction cost calculations of credit
purchase since the certification, verification and validation process would be a precursor to the
reduction being granted a credit 69].

A3 I The Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)

The CDM was conceived as an additional flexibility mechanism available to Annex I countries to meet
emissions reductions through foreign investment in eligible sustainable development orientated
projects hosted by Non-Annex I countries (developing countries). Its original guidelines are covered in
Article 12 of the Kyoto Protocol. Credits generated under the CDM are termed Certified Emission
Reduction Units (CERs).

An allowance was given in the Bonn Agreement for small-scale CDM project activities proposing that
such projects be given much less strict modalities and procedures for reporting, details of which would
be decided at the first Cop/MOp2 1. As suggested by PWC 2000) and, Michaelowa and Stronzik
(2002), such a streamlined process can significantly reduce transaction costs. This should help to jump
start the CDM and grant CERs to small-scale projects, ideally in needy rural areas susceptible to the
detrimental effects of climate change. Small-scale projects will be, tentatively;

a) Renewable energy project activities with a maximum output capacity equivalent to 5
megawatts electric,

b) Energy efficiency improvements which reduce energy consumption on the supply and/or
demand side, by up to a maximum of 15 gigawatthours per year,

c) Other project activities that both reduce anthropogenic emissions by sources and that directly
emit less than 15 kilotons of C02e annually. 22

A baseline emissions reporting methodology was also made clear in Marrakech, giving project
participants a choice of three approaches. 23

Operations of the CDM, in contrast to those of the J1, will be overseen entirely by the UNFCCC in its
CDM Executive Board and accredited operating entity. Funding for activities will come from the
UNFCCC Trust Fund For Supplementary Activities, for which the secretariat has requested Annex I

countries to begin making fancial preparations. In Marrakech, Parties were requested to make

contributions in the order of US$ 6.5 nii1lion to support activities relating to the "prompt start" of the

CDM 75]. Continued recommendations were also made by the COP to establish a streamlined process
allowing developing countries access to GEF 24 funds for capacity building. The Adaptation Fund, a

multilateral development approach, will be targeted directly at those countries that are vulnerable to the

adverse effects of climate change. Exactly which countries comprise "particularly vulnerable to the

adverse effects of climate change" will be a subject of negotiation at the first COP/MOP. The ftuid will

consist of 2% of the value of CERs generated by a CDM activity on a per project basis except for

CERs generated through CDM projects in least developed countries (which are exempt from the

charge). The creation of such a ftind should serve to distribute some financial development aid to

countries not having the means to independently realise CDM projects. On the other hand, however,

placing this taxation on the CDM puts the mechanism at ftirther risk of deterring investment due to it's

inability to compete with JI earned credits in terms of transaction costs.

21 The COP/MOPwill be the first meeting of the Parties to the protocol (following ratification).
22 Small-scale CDM project definitions were taken directly from the Marrakech Accords as carried over from COP

6.5 in Bonn [771.
The three methodological options are:

1. Existing actual or historical emissions; or
2. Emissions from a technology that represents an economically attractive course of action, taking into

account barriers to investment; or
3 . The average emissions of similar project activities undertaken in the previous five years, whose

performance is in the top 20% of their category
24 1he Global Environment Facility (GEF) was designated as an operating entity of the financial mechanism for
climate change related activities in 1998. Refer to (http://www.gefWeb.or for more details.
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Project proposals for CDM projects will be submitted to an accredited operating entity for review. The
fact of whether the project adequately meets sustainability and development concerns will be the
choice of the host country. The operating entity, accredited by the CDM Executive Board (EB), will
also be responsible for making recommendations to the COP/MOP concerning equitable distribution of
CDM activities and other issues of relevance as well as verification and certification of the project
proposal and maintaining a publicly available CDM registry. Certification and verification guidelines
to be followed when reviewing CDM projects were also clearly dfined in Marrakech. The CDM
Executive Board, whose members were established in Marrakech, will be responsible for directing the
CDM registry to issue CERs.

Projects eligible for crediting will be restricted to those that have occurred since January 1, 2000, with
credits being granted following the certification, verification and review process carried out by the
accredited operating entity and EB. The crediting period wl be dated back as far as 2000 only if the
projects are submitted before December 1, 2005. Otherwise, crediting will date back to the registration
date of the project. Two options were given for the total crediting period available for CER eligible
proj ects;

a) Maximum of seven years, twice renewable depending on the validity of the original baseline
devised by the accredited operating entity; or

21b) Maximum ten years with no option for renewal.

One of the first confirmed occurrences of a CDM eligible investment was carried out by the Dutch
recent agreement with Panama in which CERs generated from clean energy projects totalling an
estimated 20 million tons C02 will be Tealised (Reuters News Service, 2001) 26 Cpanies
performing the investment would acquire the CERs, and then sell them to the Netherlands government
for application to their emissions reduction target of 94%.

Rules governing the undertaking of CDM projects have also been revised at COP 7 to allow Non-
Annex I countries to realise unilaterally CDM projects that are credit eligible. The credits could then
be marketed internationally to Parties needing them for compliance with emissions reduction targets.
This provides Non-Annex I countries with the ability to put CERs on the market without the need for
Annex I involvement, which may serve to attract initial investments.

There still exist pretentious issues in regards to the implementation of the CDM, not least of which is
leakage, wich must be taken into consideration and emissions sources accordingly adjusted using
monitoring and verification provisions detailed in The Accords. The SBSTA was requested to develop
modalities concerning non-permanence 2', additionality, leakage, scale, uncertainties and socio-
economic and environmental impacts (diversity and impacts on natural ecosystems) such that a
decision on these issues might be ade during COP 8. Additionality, however, may not be such a
pressing issue in assessment of the environmental integrity of CDM projects realised on a multilateral
basis. Non-additional investments still result in a spill over of benefits characteristic of emissions
reducing projects, not to mention valuable ancillary benefits, such as increased capacity building and
potential for North-South joint ventures. Certainly, and especially, environmentally non-additional
projects should not be encouraged, but perhaps developing extreme guidelines to prevent them will
raise transaction costs of CDM projects out of competition (with JI or IIET). There is no quantified
mention of accounting for additionality in the Marrakech Accords. However, when considering
unilaterally realised CDM projects, the lack of governance over additionality becomes a major concern.
For example, China relies heavily on coal based energy production but it is becoming clear that the
heavy pollution associated with such power plants is an understood health problem 46]. Thus,
efficiency measures to reduce emissions are inevitable, regardless of Kyoto restrictions. It is
conceivable then, that without additionality consideration, clean coal technology or energy efficiency
measures that would normally have occurred in China might be unilaterally realised and credited as
CDM projects. This could put non-additional, low cost CERs on the market in place of projects that
might otherwise have been done on an additional basis.

25 Options for the crediting period of CER eligible project activities were taken directly from the Marrakech
Accords. Refer to page 84 for details,
26 See the story at bttt)://www.planetark.org/dailynewsstory.cfhi/newsid/13586/story. or refer to the
Netherlands ERUpt program for further details (hM://www.senter.nlfasl)/-oap-e.asD?id=iOOOOOO&alias=erut)t)
27 Non-permanence refers to the phenomenon in forest related sinks activities that emissions sequestered (by forest
growth and natural carbon uptake) now might be released into the atmosphere at a later date.
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A quantified limit of CERs due to afforestation or reforestation activities only to be used against a
Parties' AA has been set to 1 times five of the Parties' base year emissions.
Refer to the LULUCF activities section for further details on sinks related issues.

CERs from CDM project activities acquired by Annex I countries will retain a banking allowance equal
to that of ERUs generated under the H 25% maximum of the Parties' AA to be carried over to the
next commitment period.

A3.2 Joint Implementation

Joint Implementation refers to eission reduction projects jointly implemented by entities within
different industrial nations, those being members of Annex I to the UNFCCC. J is an extension of the
concept developed in the Activities Implemented Jointly Alj)28 pilot that ended in 2000. The original
guidelines of JI are covered in Article 6 of the Kyoto Protocol. Credits issued due to Jointly
implemented projects resulting in reduced eissions are termed Emission Reduction Units (ERUs).

The process of application for ERUs, generated under JI, begins with a comprehensive project design
document outlining the details of the project jointly implemented that must be submitted by the host
party to an accredited, independent entity for verification of the baseline and monitoring plan and that it
is in addition to business as usual. Forty-five days after the document has been made publicly available
(baseline assessment and assigned aount implications only), the determination of the project design
document is deemed final. Only projects having occurred since January 1, 2000 will be eligible for
crediting, thus making void any early action credits or previously realised emissions reductions pursued
by many businesses and perceived as early (and cheap) risk hedging. ERUs will only be issued for the
crediting period beginning in 2008.

There has been no quantified limit as to the maximum allowable sinks sequestration projects that might
be determined under the JI mechanism. All defined LULUCF activities occurring after 1990 will be
eligible for crediting as RMUs, provided they are net sinks of C02e emissions.

A carry over allowance ("banking" to the next commitment period) quantified in Marrakech, was stated
as equivalent to 2.5% of the Party's assigned amount (AA). This excludes of course:

a) ERUs retired for the purpose of meeting the Party's commitments in the first commitment
period;

b) ERUs cancelled due to the breakdown of a project's registered emissions reductions;
c) ERU's generated from RMUs, due to sinks activities. These will have no banking possibility.

ERUs, by definition, can only be realised and traded within Annex I countries. Parties that (based on
their national registries in the commitment period) are deemed out of compliance will be temporarily
suspended from trading ERUs issued to their account. However, a Party may still issue verified ERUs
into its national registry if it is out of compliance, this issuance being overseen by the JI supervisory
committee (termed "Track 11" JI). Thus, when a Party is out of compliance, JI projects can still be
hosted, but may not be traded from their registry.

A3.3 International Emissions Trading (IET)

International Emissions Trading refers to the trading of emissions credits (AAUs, CERs, ERUs and
RMU's) within Annex B countries (same as Annex I less Belarus and Turkey) to be used against the
countries commitments. Governments and possibly legal entities of Annex B Parties are allowed to
trade quotas as long as commitment period constraints defining the amount of credits, which must be
maintained in a Parties' registry at any one time during the commitment period, are met.

For each Party, the AAU is equal to the Assigned Amount established at the latest, January 1, 2007.
The Assigned Amount is reviewed and fixed for the commitment period. Ts amount becomes the
registered holdings of a Parties' AAUs (starting point to reach reduction target). Except for Russia and
some Eastern European countries, this amount will be less than the Parties' aggregate emissions for the
five-year commitment period. As previously mentioned, at the end of the first commitment period,

28 The AIJ pilot project was begun by the UNFCCC following the first COP as a method of field-testing foreign
investment options in developing countries. Refer to f htti)://wwwunfccc.de/T)rograni/aiilI for farther details.
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Parties must be less than or equal to the aggregate emissions for the five year commitment period to
remain in compliance. Parties will be unable to make use of eissions trading when deemed out of
compliance and must come back into compliance by realised emissions reductions through J, acquired
CERs or domestic measures.

AAUs will be issued at the beginning of the commitment period after a Parties' Assigned Amount has
been reviewed and fixed. Although AAUs will be eligible for trading, it is possible that Parties will
hold back on transfers in preference of banking AAUs for application in the next commitment period, if
possible, for a variety of reasons. AAUs will be the oly eissions credit with no banking limitation,
and hold minimal risk (relative to project-based permits that are subject to cancellation risks due to
miscalculation of emissions savings at the end of the respective project cycle). An important note with
respect to banking is that AAUs due to LULUCF activities in the baseline year would be termed RMUs
and therefore subject to RMU restrictions of zero banking. Refer to 3] for comprehensive coverage of
economic aspects of carbon trading which discusses a variety of pertinent issues in the development of
a GHG trading scheme.

Work is being done at various institutions in developing national or regional emissions trading
programs, wich can help the development of a smoothly fnctioning international emissions trading
system. Currently, the European Commission, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, The
Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand and Canada have established
trading schemes. Refer to the list of links to Domestic Trading Schemes for detailed information. The
UK as now opened its Emissions Trading registry with firms such as British Petroleum already having
established baseline and target emissions .29 . The United States Acid Rain PrograM30 and emerging
NOx emissions trading3l markets also provide good insight into market functionality. Finally, Canada
has recently performed market simulations in Alberta [151. Refer to the International Emissions
Trading Association for the latest information on emerging trading schemes, simulations and test
programs fhtti)://www.iet o 

A4. Policies for Domestic Reductions and WTO Conflicts

The importance of remaining consistent with WTO rules in the implementation of the Kyoto Protocol

is that Multilateral Environmental Agreements (MEAs) that do not coincide with respective WTO rules

can be contested by concerned countries and kept from being successfully implemented. Thus, non-

compatibility not only highlights inconsistency in international market competitiveness, but in effect

also slows the uptake of policies towards addressing required emissions reductions as set out by the
Kyoto Protocol.

The question here is whether trade in emissions allowances will impose a discriminatory situation on a
country, wich changes its pre-existing trade relations with the country in question. With this in mind,

it seems imperative that a dispute panel be developed within the WTO to govern this issue rather than

attempting to place the trade in emissions allowances into some pre-existing category. Can it be

defiiied as a good, a service or neither; where does it fit in? Central to the creation of the Kyoto

Protocol, and most binding environmentally restricting agreements, is the fact tat differences will arise

between participating and non-participating countries and instigation of such environmental policies

might cause unequal restrictions on goods or services imported to or exported from other countries.

Such restrictions could then be interpreted as discriminatory. Indeed, from the view of the integrity of

the Kyoto Protocol, it is necessary for the countries that do not ratify it to not be able to free ride the
mechanisms proposed within the protocol.

Fundamental to the implementation of the agreement will be domestic policy making to achieve

domestic reductions in emissions. Such policies might make use of instruments such as carbon

taxation, subsidising less carbon intensive energy production (renewable energies), and eco-labellin to

indicate eco-efficiency of certain products to consumers 4 Thus, on the other band, from the

viewpoint of countries not able or not choosing to instigate such domestic reduction policies, to

sacrifice their competitiveness in international markets can be construed as contentious.

29 Refer to the LJK Emissions Trading Registry for details {http:Hetr.defra.gov.uk/Web TsAndCs.aspl
30 Refer to f http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/acidrain/} for details.
31 Refer to http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/otc/index.html) for details.
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in the case of carbon taxation, an additional cost (aimed at internalising the external costs associated
with damages due to emissions) based on the carbon content of emissions produced fom a given
industry is imposed. The carbon tax equalises the marginal Cst Of C02 abatement across fuels 4].
When a carbon tax is iposed, the effect can be perceived as discriminatory against carbon intensive
production when as a result the products are at a competitive disadvantage in the international market
place. This is why border tax adjustments must be complimentarily introduced when exported
domestic products, subject to carbon taxation, are put at a market disadvantage 4]. The adjustments
enable a country to tax its domestic energy-consuming industries for internal purposes while preserving
its competitiveness internationally by allowing its exports to compete in untaxed markets abroad and
domestically by taxing iports up to the same level 4 However, as Assuncao and Zhang 2001)
further point out, such policy making is not without extreme complications, especially when upstream
in the production process, carbon taxation has been imposed (risk of double counting).

In the case of subsidies, the conflict with WTO rules arises when/if the subsidy is contingent on export
performance or use of domestic over imported products 4]. Such a situation could arise if a subsidy
were imposed to enhance the uptake of renewable technologies to a given sector and by doing so (if the
sector is open to foreign trade) exclude foreign produced technologies. That is to say, subsidies made
available for firms to use domestic low carbon-emitting products over foreign, high carbon-emitting
products are illegal under WTO rules 4]. As is pointed out however, if such a subsidy is regarded as
non-specific, there is no potential contradiction to WTO rules, as outlined by the WTO Agreement on
Subsidies and Countervailing Measures 4]. There are also exceptions to the rule such as the one-time
subsidy introduced to offset increases in production costs of firms adjusting to new environmental
regulations, but, among other constraints, such a subsidy would be restricted to only 20% of the
adaptation costs incurred 32 . The exception of WTO rules to other non-actionable subsidies will be
necessary in further streamlining of policy tools devised in accordance of Kyoto obligations with WTO
rules.

Eco-labelling is a low cost regulatory measure, which establishes the environmental impacts of a
product through an associated "label", thereby subjecting the purchase of the product to consumer
preference. In this way, consumer preference is used to help meet Kyoto emissions targets 4]. These
days, life cycle analysis is the approach generally pushed by governments to assess cradle to grave
environmental impacts of a given product 25]. This assessment criterion has given rise to fears of
potential trade effects 4]. This is particularly the case for developing countries that might not have the
financial or technical capacity to meet LCA derived labelling criteria in the importing developed
country markets. As Assuncao and Zhang 2001) explain, this may impede a developing countries'
ability to export their products to developed countries, thus forming a source of trade concerns, and
potential conflict with WTO rules. On the other band, developing countries might profit from such a
scheme as they could devise a label for goods produced in developing countries and attract consumer
investment in this way.

In the end, the compatibility of emissions reduction credits to WTO rules depends to a large extent on
how they will be classified in existing WTO guidelines (for example as goods, or services) or whether
new guidelines might be drafted to their specific use. The WTO's Committee on Trade and
Environment has been devised to deal with these issues 17].

The Kyoto Protocol and subsequent CON suggest mechanisms with which emissions reductions can be
achieved internationally, but the choice of methods to be utilised domestically or regionally by some
countries remains unclear and of great importance. We can assume that pricing policies (i.e., raised
fuel costs, road pricing and parking charges in the transport sector, peak demand tariffs in the industrial
sector), legislative regulations (building codes and climatization control in the household sector and
labelling standards in transport and appliances) and financial incentives (subsidising energy efficient
technology use, reduced public transport costs) will be widely used and in a range of different ways.

32 Refer to f http:Hwww.wto.org/english/thewto e/whatis e/eoI/e/wto04/wto4 3 5.htm#note ) non-actionable
subsidies for details on the exception.
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Differences in Domestic Abatement Costs Amongst Annex B Countries

Differences in abatement costs in Annex B countries arise from a number of key factors. One can first
look to the well-known Kaya identity to get an idea of the factors involved in a given country's carbon
emissions 401. The relationship is as follows:

C02 Emissions = Population GDP/Population Energy Use/GDP Carbon Emissions/Energy Use

The first question that comes to mind in the context of domestic abatement opportunities is; what
defines a countries' reduction potential? Typically, countries highly dependent on fossil fuels for
energy production show opportunities for relatively low cost emissions reductions 40, and 52]. This
relates to the final factor in the equation (carbon intensity). This is part of the reason why countries
such as Norway, Sweden and Switzerland with little (relative to many other OECD nations)
dependence on fossil fuels show high abatement COStS33 . The United States, on the other hand, depends
on coal-fired power plants for over 52% of electricity generation 231. Refer to 521 fo a discussion on
disaggregated abatement costs in Annex countrieS34 . Replacement of such technologies with newer,
higher efficiency technologies is in many cases possible. CCGT, combined heat and power (CBP), and
wind power are example of replacement technologies that are currently cost-competitive with more
traditional power plants 13]. A country's access to these technologies is therefore a determining
factor. Furthermore, opportunities for fuel switching, such as addition of ethanol to gasoline, or
switching from oil fired to gas fed furnaces in homes, are also important factors.

The economic structure of a country is also key in assessing differences in abatement costs. This
relates to the third term in the Kaya equation, energy intensity. Structural change away from heavy
industry, typically energy intensive, towards a less intensive, administrative based economy, for
example, would lead to increased abatement costs irespective of energy production.

More recently, another term could be added to the Kaya equation, that of carbon capture (sequestration)
and storage. Many countries are already in pursuance of forest and agriculture related uptake Of C02

(sinks), ground aquifer injection Of C02 in exploited oil wellS35 , and deep ocean saline aquifers. Thus a
countries access and policy towards these options will also impact domestic abatement costs.

Other factors may play a role in explaining differences among countries' abatement costs such as:
political structure in the form of institutional and regulatory barriers, existence of savings "take-back",
where improved efficiency actually leads to increased demand and subsequent offset of savings 29].
Furthermore, consumer preferences and willingness to pay (for eissions reducing activities), presence
of "no-regrets" reduction opportunities (where pursuance of the reduction option actually results in
economic benefits), methods of revenue recycling (where a taxation system is applied 36 ) and industrial
migration (where industry shifts towards less restrictive economics) may also be key determinants.

A5. LULUCF Activities

Major changes coming out of COP 7 in this area mainly revolve around clear definitions being
established of a forest, afforestation, reforestation, deforestation (referred to in article 33 of the Kyoto
Protocol) and forest management, revegetation, cropland management and grazing land management
(referred to, in Article 34 of the Kyoto Protocol)37 . Basically, different guidelines and limitations have
been laid down that govern the quantified use of some of these land-use activities towards a Party's

33 Norway, Switzerland and Sweden all have less than 1% dependence on coal-fired plants for electricity
production 371
34 The study shows average costs of meeting Kyoto reduction requirements estimated for selected members of
Annex to the Protocol. Among the highest projected domestic abatement costs (in US$/tCO2) are Japan 96),
Austria and Italy 67), Switzerland 61), Denmark 41), Norway 29) and Sweden (18). The USA, the report
estimates, would incur costs of 14 $/tCO2.
35 C02 injection in an oil well in Saskatchewan is expected to yield an additional 130 million barrels of
incremental oil, while resulting in a "permanent" storage of some 20 million tonnes of C02. Refer to
(http://script3.ftech.net/-ieagreen/projec�_specific.php4?project-id--981 for details.
36 If a domestic carbon tax in a given country were to be imposed, into what sector would the generated revenues
be re-invested? This may lead to the so-called "double dividend7' effect, where tax revenues are used to reduce
existing distortionary taxes 401.
37 Refer to page 122 of the Marrakech Accords for definitions of the aforementioned LULUCF activities.
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assigned amount, which will be briefly discussed below. Refer to 51] for a comprehensive analysis of
LULUCF related issues.

If a Party has a net source of eissions due to afforestation, reforestation and deforestation, they must
include this in their baseline assessment by adding the amount to their baseline emissions. Emissions
due to these activities will be added annually to the AA if a net source or subtracted if a net sink
(removal Of C02), dating from the period 1990 to 2008. Those that are subtracted would be designated
RMUs.

Although not entirely clear from the Accords, consultation 62] reveals that sequestration occurring
during the woody growth cycle due to these activities will be reported (based on historical data from
1990) and projected (for future activities) by each Party upon ratification of the Protocol, and RMUs
would then be granted. This creates an inherent risk in trading of RMUs that ave not yet been
confirmed but only projected. RMUs will thus be indicative of the forest-related portion of a Party's
AAU and/or J1 forest related emissions removal projects should they incur a net removal of emissions
due to the above activities.

In reference to the basket of "other" LULUCF activities (in article 34), if a Party is a net source of
emissions in its assigned amount report for afforestation, reforestation and deforestation activities since
1990, then it is eligible to make use of sinks removals due to forest management practices (only) with
restrictions. First, the Party must have a variation in the stock of forest management emissions due to
sources, or removals due to sinks, equal to or greater than the net source of emissions (due to
afforestation, reforestation and deforestation), up to a maximum of 9 M t carbon times five. If this
restriction is satisfied, the Party is eligible to make use of net sink emissions due to forest management
practices up to a maximum mentioned in Annex Z to the Bonn Agreement (and amended in
Marrakech) 38 . Russia was granted an additional sinks allowance due to forest management, even after
having received the highest amount in Bonn (from 17.63 MtC/yr in Bonn to 33 MtC/yr in Marrakech).
This decision, if completely exhausted as potential emissions reduction permits, could serve to ftirther
reduce the integrity of the Kyoto Protocol.

Parties will be able to use net sources or sinks of emissions due to any or all of forest management (as
quantified above), revegetation, cropland management and/or grazing land management activities
towards their assigned amount for the first commitment period if they so chose. Removals or sources
can be accounted for from January 1, 1990 until December 31" of the last year of the commitment
period. With the exception of forest management, there were no quantified restrictions established in
Marrakech for the other basket of Article 34 activities (revegetation, cropland and grazing land
management).

A6. Open Issues

A 6. 1 Targets for Developing Countries

Prior to the United States' withdrawal from negotiations, they proposed that Non-Annex I countries
also be given emissions targets in the form of voluntary agreements or emissions budgets. This being,
strictly in terms of emissions, well justified as the developing world is expected to show an increase in
emissions from about 25% of global emissions in 1990 to about 43% by 2050, without consideration of
the Kyoto Protocol [79]. In fact the GTEM model developed by the Australian Bureau of Agricultural
and Resource Economics (ABARE) estimates that Non Annex B emissions might surpass those of
Annex B as early as 2015 in the reference case (including C02, CH4 and N20 emissions, US included
and without the Kyoto Protocol). This can be seen in Figure 2 below.

38 Refer to Appendix 5 for details on national restrictions of allowable emissions reductions due to forest
management practices as agreed to in Bonn, and amended in Marrakech.
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Figure 2 Business as Usual GHG Emissions Growth in GIEM (CO2, CH4, N20)

Furthermore, because the Protocol could lead to a drop in the market price of fossil energy (if

developed countries become less fossil dependent, thereby creating an over-supply situation in the

market), developing countries could become even more fossil dependent, having a financial interest in

pursuing the cheapest energy source possible (in the absence of an emissions limitation).

Negotiations in Marrakech addressed this issue in part, calling for a process to be considered for

inclusion of developing countries in commitments under the convention. It vAll be key for this issue to
give strong consideration to the baseline emissions year required by developing countries for emissions

reduction target assessment. It should take place before any foreign investments encouraged by the

flexibility mechanisms of the Protocol, otherwise host countries may actually have an incentive (in

order to be granted a higher baseline for the next commitment period) to withhold some emissions

reducing projects (especially those that could be easily domestically implemented). On the other hand,

commitments may serve to open the door for emissions reducing national policy making in the

developing world, as is becoming commonplace in Annex countries. A commitment for developing

countries would impose the need to implement domestic policies aimed at emissions reductions. It is

conceivable that the Adaptation Fund and GEF could be used to initially finance such opportunities.

Finally, commitments in developing countries could create an incentive for projects that are additional

and permanent (as baselines would be more easily attained and additionality more easily analysed). As

it stands now, these factors must be accounted for in the project reporting stage, thereby contributing to

increasing of transaction costs. Refer to 56] for a brief discussion on the issue of targets in Non-
Annex I countries. Aslam et al. 2001) also cover the issue in some depth.

A 62 Grozping Developing Countries

Another pressing issue in relation to equity amongst developing nations is the further sub- grouping of

Non-Annex I nations. Clearly China and, to a lesser degree, India are in a position of advanced

development (over many other nations included in Non-Annex 39, having particular potential for
large-scale bilateral investment in emissions reducing projects.

There are also countries in Non-Annex I with moderate economic size that are in a good position to

take advantage of the ulateral project realisation proposed in Marrakech. These countries already

'9 One can look to the compositional structure of the GDP of nations as well as GDP and GNI adjusted for
purchasing power parity (PPP) per nation as industrialisation and development/wealth indicators. Such a
comparison reveals that Indian and Chinese per capita GDP and GNI adjusted for PPP remains, with few
exceptions much higher than those of Aican nations and many small island states, a of which are grouped
together in Non-Annex countries of the Kyoto Protocol. Also, countries whose GDP composition is mainly
agriculture based are typically less developed nations than those countries whose GDP is more industrial or
services based. India and China rely on agriculture for only 25% and 15% of their GDP respectively while most
African nations are typically in the range of 25 to 50% reliant on agriculture. Refer to
(http://www.geohive.com/global/index.php) for relevant statistics, based on figures from the US central
Intelligence Office.
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have emissions reducing technologies and have the capacity, finances and know how to independently
undertake further projects, thereby putting CERs on the market at a potentially Annex I investor free
transaction cost. Columbia and other countries with hydro energy potential would be an example.

Finally, there are the extremely poor nations in Non-Annex I AOSIS, and Aican countries in
particular), who in many cases, do not have the capacity to select and implement emissions reducing
projects at all. These countries often have no or very poor, representation in the negotiations (due to
travel funds and qualified representatives for discussion) and thus their access to its' potential benefits
is often overlooked 40 . For these countries, access to the GEF and Adaptation fund may be the best
option, provided thorough analysis is undertaken in assessing the best possible investment
opportunities in such circumstances.

Impact ofSingle Projects on Emissions in the Commitment Period

Some eastern ElTs included in Annex B may be able to benefit from the "Single Project Emissions"
clause 41 proposed in Marrakech. Although the opportunity for countries to benefit from this clause is
restricted to the very smallest of emitters (0.05% of total Annex I emissions), there exists potential for
some large industrial eitters to be exempt from commitment. Iceland originally approached the COP
with this suggestion.

A 6 3 Russia

The Russians managed to convince the COP once again to be granted enormous emissions rights due to
sinks, now having had their maximum. emissions removal due to forest management upped from the
value previously accepted in Bonn (of 17.63 Mt) to 33 Mt C (which translates into 121 MtCO2/yr).

Thus, if the Former Soviet Union (FSU) can prove that tey have achieved forest management
practices since 1990 resulting in a sequestration amount up to 33 megatons Of C02 sequestration per
year between 2008 and 2012 (and that they were net emitters Of C02 from article 33 LULUCF

activities in the same period), they might further amplify their overabundance of emissions reductions,

freeing up possibilities for emissions inducing domestic activities (allowing them to grow economically

with greater fossil dependence). However, on the other hand, should the Russian's over-budget their

estimation of forest management related sequestration, they might face a risk of having cancellation of

RMUs from their registry at the end of the commitment period (and anyone else who assumes the risk

of acquiring these credits may also face cancellation of some credits).

As we have heard time and time again, the "hot air" issue is still very much at play in climate change

policymaking. In regards to Russia, the issue is this: In 1990, the Russian economy was dominated by

the energy market, energy consumption per unit Gross National Product (GNP) was three times that of

the US [58]. Almost 600 million metric tones oil equivalent (toe) of organic fuels are burned annually

and in 1990, Russia was second only to the US as the world's biggest emitter [581. This is a result of
the FSU economic structure, which "greased" its economy with under-priced energy (Moe et al., 2000).

However, since the disintegration of the Soviet political and economic system, the energy economy has

slowed drastically, and thus emissions have significantly decreased as a direct result. In fact, between

1990 and 1994, there was a drop in emissions equivalent to a total of an estimated 712 million metric

toe (30%) [581. Thus, using Kyoto emissions reduction targets, it is estimated that emissions in 2010

(even with a high economic growth scenario) are likely to be in the order of 15% below 1990 target

levels [58]. This figure of course depends on the economic growth of Russia between now and then,

which in turn depends very much on the use of flexibility mechanisms in Russia. With perfect market

conditions, it has been suggested that the "hot air" emissions (this estimated 15%), if completely

exhausted, may alone sacrifice the entire environmental integrity of the protocol, without the United

40 Communication with Nikki Skuce of One Sky fhttp://www.onesky.ca/index.html) among other communications

justify this proclamation.
41 This is the decision taken by Parties in Marrakech such that, for the first commitment period industrial process
C02 emissions from a single project which adds in any one year of that period more than 5 % to the total C02
emissions in 1990 of a Party listed in Annex B to the Protocol shall not be included in national totals to the extent
that it would cause the Party to exceed its AA with restrictions; total C02 emissions of the Party were less than
0.05 % of the total C02 emissions for Annex I Parties in 1990, renewable energy is used, best environmental
practice is followed. This will be subject to a cap of 1.6 million tons C02 annually on average during the first
commitment period and is not eligible for transfer (emissions trading).
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States included as the major buyer of these credits42. However, Russia has such an opportunity for
credit supply that it can be viewed as the primary price maker of ERUs under JI and emissions
reduction permits in general (assuming there is an emissions trading market). That is to say that many
projects can be approved, which will serve to lower the credit price and bring less per project retur to
the Russian economy, or fewer projects can be approved, serving to raise the price of the ERUs,
thereby bringing more revenue per project. The issue of Market Power of "hot air" suppliers is
explored further in Part of tis paper. The fact is, however, that Russia has an over-abundance of
credits in the form of AAUs (due to "hot air"), which can be traded without any emissions reduction
project investment.

Having said all of this, one should consider an additional complication of the situation in Russia;
transparency of fances required for reporting and verification are very inhibited at present and are
anticipated to remain so for some time, thereby making the process of eissions trading transactions
(of "hot air" AAUs for example) a potentially costly and risky one [581. Also, if the criteria of Russian
reporting formats do not stand up to scrutiny early on in commitment period, we may see some other
more smoothly transacted credits being pursued from other areas (those areas already having well
established reporting formats, such as those having taken part in previous AIJ projects). Already
investments have been made into the CDM, as described earlier.

Finally, it is in the best interest of Russia to pursue a sustainable growth in their economy through
foreign funded development, conceived under the J and ET framework. With this in mind it might be
in Russia's best interest to hold back on their release of some emissions reduction credits for preference
of application in the next commitment period when Russia might have less easily achieved reduction
targets. As Moe 2000), states, it is estimated that Russia's emissions will increase significantly as a
result of increasingly rapid economic growth, thus necessitating the use of now available reduction
permits for later application. Perhaps most importantly though, should Russia act in terms of market
principles, it will be in its profit-maximizing best interest to restrict the available credits to the market,
in terms of AAUs (from "hot air"). Not only would this push the market price up to increase per
project revenues but would also provide Russia with a significant holding of AAUs to be used in the
next commitment period.

A 64 European Union (EQ), Western Europe and Scandinavian Regions

Many European countries have begun the necessary steps towards establishing a functioning national
emissions trading scheme (see IET section) and have previous experience in AIJ investments. Thus
early action in CDM projects seems likely to come from these countries. There are internal trading
programs already well under way in the private sector in such companies as Shell (STEPS) and BP (BP
Solar) that will begin generating significant CERs as soon as the Protocol is ratified.

Many European countries are also advanced (beyond other Annex I members) in the implementation of
domestic emissions reducing policies. Examples would be the introduction of the tax on vehicles
entering the city of London aimed at reducing congestion and intercity emiSSionS43 , and subsidies in
renewable energy deployment in the Swiss housing sector44. Furthermore, the EU has in place national
targets for the production of electricity from renewable sources in its member states 12% of gross
domestic energy production to be from renewable sources by 2010, to be implemented in member
states in 2003) 24] Ts is a strong part of the EU's proposed domestic policy planning in fulflment
of their claims to meet a great deal of emissions reductions domestically. Mechanisms of support for
renewable energy sources in the member states would include green certificates, investment aid, tax
exemptions or reductions, tax refands and direct price support 24]

42 Hagem and Holtstna k 2001) estimate that the Kyoto Protocol ;Aithout the United States means that global
emissions i&ill be reduced only by 09 percent relative to business as usual (BATJ) 34]. B6hringer 2001), and
Blanchard et al. 2002) with their respective models estimate that demand for emissions reductions (with inclusion
of Marrakech updated sinks, no US participation and perfect market conditions among other assumptions) VA1 be
less than potential permit supply, thus showing zero overall emissions reduction.
43 Refer to htti)://wwwinsnews.orgJworld/focus/2003/02/london.driving.tax.htm) for the story.
44 Refer to http://wwwe-kantone.ch/fr/foerdermassnahmen/default.asT)) for cantonal information on promotional
subsidies or (httP://wwwminergie.ch) for information on the energy efficient Swiss homes.
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A 6.5 Revisions to Membership

According to the Marrakech Accords, Kazakhstan will be accepted into the list of Annex I countries
and be given a reduction commitment under Annex only upon ratification of the protocol and its
entry into force. Negotiations were set to begin on defining a quantified eissions limitation or
reduction commitment for Kazakhstan at COP .

In 1992 the total emissions of all greenhouse gases in Kazakhstan amounted to over 324.6 Mt C02eq
including 260.1 Mt of C02 emissions. Net emissions are estimated at 314.2 Mt of C02-equivalent
including C02 sequestration by forestS.45 According to the International Energy Agency, in 1993
Kazakhstan was the largest emitter Of C02 per GDP i the world [1]. Fuel combustion activities
produced 226 Mt C02 in 1990, the majority of which 65%) was emitted by low-grade coal. In 1994,
energy related C02 eissions amounted to 178 Mt, a decline of over 20% of the baseline level. Thus,
we might hypothesize that when/if Kazakhstan joins countries of Annex B, they will join with
additional "hot air" inputs to the already saturated market.

Turkey was finally withdrawn from the list of Annex 11 countries, which relieves them of the
commitment to contribute some financial aid to developing countries. However, Turkey will remain a
member of Annex I countries with no reduction target yet defined (not in Annex B). It is likely that
Turkey will take on a target in the second commitment period as their current rate of economic growth
shows an increase in C02e emissions of 35% between the years 1990 and 1997 and an estimated 182%
increase in emissions leading up to 2010, relative to 1990 2]. Thus, Turkey seems likely to be a net
buyer of credits when and if they take on an emissions reduction target.

A6 6 Transparency and The Power of The Public

Marrakech left us with a clear picture on transparency requirements in relation to the use of each
mechanism by Parties to the Protocol. Publicly available information will include:

• Registry account information for each account (cancellation, holding, retirement) in regards to
holdings of each credit type (AAU, CER, ERU and RMU)

• Project location in the case of JI projects
• Reports and related information to projects

Essentially, with infortnation. deemed publicly available by obligation in Marrakech, we can expect
public pressure on governments to have some impact on foreign and domestic investments as the public
will have knowledge of where investments are taking place. However, if the public would have
knowledge of exactly which businesses traded for which projects in which location, a good deal of
shareholder pressure could be iposed on companies to pursue particularly effective emissions
reducing projects (or as deemed so by shareholders). Typically, a company who pursues publicly
unacceptable investments puts itself at a risk (especially with respect to well understood environmental
issues such as climate change). Thus, the greater the transparency in the emissions reduction permit
market, the greater the likelihood would be of publicly acceptable investment. Of course this would
only be a limitation to firins drawing the majority of their funds from shareholder support, but could
prove to impact climate change policy-making of such firms.

A7. Key Issues Summary

Part A of this paper has touched on a multitude of different key aspects of ongoing climate change
negotiations seeking to update the reader on exactly what are the standout issues as of COP7 in 2001.
Since revising the paper in 2003, very few issues discussed have been resolved and indeed the issues of
"hot air", transaction cost differences amongst mechanisms, potential conflicts with WTO policies and
the attribution of emissions reduction targets to Non-Annex B countries remain central to the debate.

Vast differences in costs countries will face and tools countries can use in addressing their reduction
commitments exist. Indeed domestic policy making is difficult to generalise as the choice of mitigation
tools is often specific to the demographics, geographical location and willingness to pay of its citizens,

45 Emissions estimates according to the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environmental Protection, Kazakhstan
(2000) {httt)://www.climate.kz).
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aside from economic and technical considerations. Some clear conclusions can however be made.
"Hot air" threatens to either nullify the environmental integrity of the Protocol or put certain countries
in a price making position with respect to costs of access to the flexibility mechanisms (as will be
explored in the Part B). Also, one can conclude that access to the mechanisms does significantly
reduce the costs of achieving Annex countries' reduction targets in nearly all cases.

As countries continue to seek cost-saving methods of emissions reduction, the environmental integrity
of the original goals of the Kyoto Protocol continue to be eroded. One could argue that this was
inevitable in such an ambitious attempt at addressing an issue, the impacts of which may be felt by
future generations to throughout the world. On the other hand, tackling the ratification of the Kyoto
Protocol, which is anticipated to come soon, is a global achievement in and of itself, with such diverse
circumstances and views Parties bring to the negotiating table. But policy analysis with accurate
representations of the repercussions of potential decision-making outcomes will be key to successfully
addressing the climate change issue. The static analysis of the emissions trading permit market to
follow is aimed at providing some quantitative insight into issues described in Part A of this paper.
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B1. Modeling The Emissions Reduction Permit Market

BL I Introduction to CERT

The CERT model 31, 32, 33, 44] was identified as a simplified partial equilibrium model that would
allow for the representation of the emissions permit trade market as an isolated entity. The "hot air"
and transaction costs, both input variables to the model, could be defined by the user and the relative
impacts (to chosen reference cases) could be analysed. The model essentially mimics the emissions
reduction permit market by allowing the user to specify demand (Annex reduction targets) and
supply (Annex and Non-Annex MAC curves), through a choice of pre-existing scenarios.
Switches can then be changed within the model according to the user's theoretical framework. The
market equilibrium price of permits then, is essentially defined by a given reduction quantity according
to Kyoto targets (see section B2.1), which becomes the demand for perniits/domestic reduction and a
calculated supply (see section B2.2), and is optimised based on demand for least-cost permit supply.
The CERT model has been continuously updated with new developments since COP 7 in Marrakech,
can be freely downloaded from the Swiss AIJ website 46 , and is conceptually quite easy to understand.

To begin using CERT, the user must select a reference scenario from the choice of input scenarios,
widely referenced in discussions on the emissions reduction permit market. The scenario choices
include low, medium and high growth MAC curves fom the Emission Prediction and Policy
Assessment (EPPA) model and Global Trade and Environment Model (GTEM) C02 Only and GTEM
all greenhouse gases (GHGs) scenario. Also available are MAC curves from a quasi "bottom-up"
GTEM scenario in which the curves are slightly modified based on a previous study of bottom-up
versus top-do,"m MAC estimates 33]. The GTEM "all GHGs" (includes C02, C144 and N20) marginal
abatement cost curves were chosen for the purpose of this study. The choice was made, in part, based
on the fact that the GTEM model is well documented and widely referred to when making comparisons
concerning economic assessments of the Kyoto Protocol 21, 81 and 83]. The model's fluidamentals
are well described [1 1, 27 and 61] and it is included in the Stanford Energy Modeling Forum's (EW)
group of 19 models 6]. In addition, the model is in current development and is one of few to attempt
coverage of non-CO2 GHGs 12]. The motivation for inclusion of other GHGs was the understanding
that an important limitation on previous work with models generating marginal abatement costs of
emissions reduction was their focus solely on C02 emissions from fossil fuel combustion 121.

BL 2 Scenario Assumptions and Important Points

It should be noted that this analysis excludes participation of the United States. Furthermore, inclusion
of sinks related emissions reductions is restricted to forest sinks limitations as quantified by the Bonn
Agreement and as revised following Marrakech (refer to 751). hi CERT, the sinks related credits are
assumed to be fully realised and added to the market supply on a zero cost basis 33]. Also, a 2% levy
on CERs generated under the CDM to be directed towards the Adaptation Fund is included in the
model 331. The CDM is assumed in this study to be 100% accessible, restricted only in an economic
sense by the respective MAC and transaction costs of Non-Annex B country/regions. Reviews with
other studies showed this to be a fundamental difference (see comparison with other results section
B7). This may lead to a high quantity (relative to other studies) of CERs in the market. Lastly, in
CERT, abatement is reported in metric tons (tonnes) carbon. The conversion from carbon is I t C

44/12 t C02-

In regards to the use of GTEM all GHG MAC curves, it should be noted that previous studies have
revealed that the inclusion of marginal abatement costs for non-CO2 gases proposed to be limited under
the Kyoto Protocol, namely methane and nitrous oxides (see Annex A of the Kyoto Protocol), would
reduce the costs of meeting Kyoto commitments. Results from the GTEM model show that inclusion
of methane and nitrous oxides reduces the marginal cost of meeting Kyoto targets by 33% as compared
with reaching the targets with C02 cuts alone [12]. Two other such studies by Reilly et al. using the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology's IT) Integrated Global System Model (IGSM) 64] and
Manne and Richels using the Model For Evaluating Regional and Global Effects of GHG Reduction
Policies (MERGE) [491 indicate that inclusion of non-CO2 gases and sinks might reduce the marginal
costs of meeting Kyoto targets by 40 and 48% respectively [12]. Burniaux, using the OECD GREEN

46 Refer to the Swiss Activities Implemented Jointly for downloads related to the CERT model
(http://www.admin.ch/swissaijil.
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model, reports a likewise marginal cost reduction of 26% in the multi-gas approach. Also, although
uncertainties arise from the difficulties associated with quantification of abatement costs of non-CO2
gases 121, the overall emissions coverage of the GTEM all GHGs model is increased to around 99 of
global anthropogenic GHGs with the inclusion of methane and nitrous oxides 271.

The GTEM all GHG MAC curves are based on the GTEM general equilibrium model of the world
economy. The model (based on the GTAP 4.Oe database), covering 50 sectors and 45 regions
(aggregated for application to CERT by Grfitter), is designed to assess long-term policy issues by
capturing the impacts of policy changes on a large number of economic variables 27]. Details of the
model can be found on the Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics (ABARE)
website 41 where model documentation and code can be freely downloaded. C02 eissions are covered
by fossil fuel combustion (coal, oil and natural gas) and noncombustion sources (fugitive emissions
from oil and natural gas, aluminum production and cement manufacturing) 61]. CH4 emissions arise
from livestock, fugitive emissions from coal mining, oil extraction and natural gas systems and
emissions from paddy rice cultivation 611. N20 emissions arise from livestock, application of
nitrogenous fertilisers, transport and chemical industry 611. The MAC curves employed in this study
are projected for the year 2010, to represent the intermediate year of the first commitment period of the
Kyoto Protocol.

BI. 3 AA Cs and Regions of CERT Using GTEM all GHGs

The MAC curves of the GTEM all GHG model are of the form P=a (eb' 1), where a and b are

parameter estimates arrived at through regression analysis to formulate the MAC curve (provided by

the ABARE team for use in CERT). These curves represent the marginal cost of reducing carbon

emissions by different amounts within an economy. Marginal costs of abatement may vary

considerably across countries due to differences in carbon intensity, initial energy price levels, and the
ease of carbon substitution possibilities [10]. Generally, the curves are convex with costs of abatement

increasing as low cost opportunities are exhausted. The rate of increase in costs associated with an

increase in abatement describes a country's/region's ability to domestically abate.

Figures 3 and 4 depict the MAC curves CERT uses as adapted from ABARE's GTEM all GHGs

model. The MAC curves in Figure 3 for Annex B regions/countries are used to derive the per unit cost

of corresponding domestic reductions. As one can see, marginal abatement costs in the United States

of America (USA) are much lower than Japan, this, in part, being due to the fact that many more low

cost potential reduction opportunities exist in the USA than in Japan. It should be noted that the FSU-,

having a low marginal abatement cost curve and zero Kyoto reduction target, ill enter the market as

an important potential supplier of project based reduction permits (ERUs from J), in addition to their

"hot air" supply.

4'Refer to {htty://www.abareconornics.comJ.
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Figure 4: NIAC curves for Non-Annex B Regions in GTEM reference scenario

The set of MAC curves in Figure 4 represent the per unit cost of reduction in Non-Annex 
regions/countries. One can see that China shows a potential for much cheaper emissions reductions per
unit abatement than Brazil for example. Once again, this is in part due to the many opportunities for
cheap emissions reducing projects in China.

When comparing costs of abatement in Annex B countries/regions versus that of Non-Annex B
countries/regions, note how quickly abatement costs rise in Annex B as compared to those of CHN,
ROW, E�D and EEX (see Table 1) in particular. This indicates a relative abundance of potentially
low-cost abatement opportunities in these country/regions.

MACs are derived for 6 Annex B regions and 6 Non-Annex B regions. The regions according to the
GTEM model are listed below in Table 1.
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Table 1: Regions/Countries Used in CERT

Model Name and Abbreviation Countries Included in Region
Annix B Regions Annex B
JPN Japan
EEC: European Union Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany,

Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden and the UK.

OOE: Other OECD Countries Rest of the OECD; Including Austria, Canada, Iceland, New
Zealand, Norway and Switzerlan&

EET: Economies in Transition of Eastern Europe Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland,
Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia.

FSU: Fortner Soviet Union Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Russia and the Ukraine.
Non-Annix B Regions Non-Annex 
EEX: Energy Exporting Countries Algeria, Bahrain, Botswana, Egypt, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq,

Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Lesotho, Libya, Namibia,
Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, South Africa, Swaziland,
Tunisia, United Arab Emirates, Venezuela and Yemen.

CHN China
IND India
DAE: Dynamic Asian Economies Philippines, Singapore, South Korea, Thailand and Malaysia.
BRA Brazil
ROW: Rest of World All other Non-Annex countries.

B2. Model Functionality

CERT essentially performs a range of incremental cost calculations to aive at an equilibrium price,
where MC=Pk. This calculation is based on a given demand for emissions reduction, R, which is
satisfied by the sum of supply quantities, Q The demand quantity, QR is defined by the
region's/country's baseline emissions in 1990 versus their reduction target (as defined in Kyoto).
Potential supply quantities are defined by the respective NIAC curve and will likely arise from the EET
and FSU of the Annex group and all of Non-Annex regions/countries. Suppliers can provide
permits to the market at costs according to their MC function. The model increases costs until the
supply MC functions generate the quantity of permits required by Annex demand countries/regions
(typically JPN, EEC, OOE). When the supply quantities are calculated, total costs can be attributed to
each region/country and export revenues import costs can be calculated.

B2.1 Demand

To get an idea of the validity of demand quantities of selected regions used herein, comparisons with
UNFCCC and IPCC reports are shown in Table 2.

Table 2 Comparison of Baseline 1990 Emissions for Selected Country/Regions

Source Country/Region 1990 Baseline Emissions (M t C)
JPN EEC EET FSU

IPCC Climate Change 274 936 299 991
2001 Source: 40]
UNFCCC GHG Table 340 1150 383 1114
Source: 74]
CERT (using GTEM 307 1089 323 1034
all GHGs)
Source [ERT 12]

From the reference scenario, business as usual projections of emissions growth combined with the
respective Kyoto target allow for the calculation of the emissions reduction requirement for each
region/country according to the equation:

QRj = BAUj - (KTj * E99o) where,

QR = amount of GHG eissions to be reduced
BAU = business as usual GHG projections for 2010
KT = Kyoto Protocol reduction target
i = set of country/regions (Annex only)
E199o = region/country baseline emissions
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Thus, the sum of all QRs will represent the total demand for emissions reductions to be satisfied via
one of the four possible sources of reduction permits (domestic reductions, JI, CDM, or "hot air").
Therefore, demand is fixed in the model based on the reference case chosen. he question now
becomes from where will the reductions come, as we assume global trade potential of permits To
satisfy this demand, importing countries may domestically reduce emissions following their MACs,
purchase "ot air", or import emissions permits following the MACs of exporting countries/regions
(ERUs and/or CERs).

B2.2 Supply

MAC functions for all 12 country/regions in the CERT model are represented by the following:

Mci = a, (ebQi - 1) where,
Mc = marginal costs of emissions reduction
Q = emission reduction supply quantity
a and b = parameter estimates given by the ABARE team for each country/region
i = set of 1 1 country/regions

The supply side of the equilibrium depends on te market price of emissions reductions. Reduced
emissions will have a per unit reduction cost according to te MAC curve. In order to see from which
source the emissions will come (domestic or imported), quantities are generated by incremental price
increases from I to 450 USD. Permit exporter country/regions will typically be Non-Annex B, FSU
and EET. These quantities are calculated using te following relationship (a rearrangement of the MC
fiviction):

Qi =ln(Pk/a, 1/bi where,
Pk = world permit price

For each increment Of Pk, potential supply quantities are generated from each supply region/country
based on their MACs. Thus, the price increases until quantities potentially supplied equals quantities
demanded (where the sum of all Q's equals the sum of all QR's). This, in effect, is the equilibrium
condition. This price may be high enough to induce some domestic reductions based on the MAC
curves of demand country/regions. The final price reached is then the equilibrium world market price
permitting the calculation of subsequent costs/revenues to import/export countries/regions.

B2.3 CostlRevenues

Total costs of the supply quantities (from permit exporting countries/regions) are then calculated by an
integration of the MC function:

Ci = (a, / bJ ebiQ' - (a, / bi) - (a, * Qi)

For demand regions te above equation will generate the total costs associated with the amount of
domestic reductions undertaken, where Q would be the domestic reduction quantity (if any). Refer to
Appendix 3, Table series 15 A column 6 for domestic costs of emissions reductions resulting from
model scenarios.

We can find the export revenues (for permit supply countries/regions) based on the simple relationship:

Export Revenues = Q supplied * P (at the equilibrium)

The import costs to permit importing regions will also make use of the above relationship depending on
the quantity of imports they acquire.

48 Note in the modeling results summarized in the Appendix the presence of domestic costs in the FSU and EET.
This is a result of costs attributed to host country/regions of JI project investments, in this case bome by the FSU
and EET (when "hot air" is sufficiently restricted).
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Finally, the net export revenues for supply regions can be found by the following relationship:

Net Export Export Revenues - Ci
Revenues

B2.4 Sample Calculation

Let us consider in an example three market participants for simplification. Let Japan (JPN) represent
the total demand for reduction. According to the GTEM a GHGs eissions projections, Japan will be
required to reduce 65 M t C in 201 .

Let FSU and Cina (CHN) represent the potential suppliers, where the FSU can supply all 65 M t C of
required reductions via "hot air" AAUs and China's supply is defined by their MAC curve. For
simplification of the example, we will not consider potential JI investments in the FSU (according to
their MAC curve). Japan can also reduce emissions domestically of course (but only if marginal
abatement costs of other suppliers are higher than Japan's domestic MAC.

Following the theoretical basis of the analysis herein, we assume that the FSU will restrict its available
supply of "hot air" in order to drive a market price increase and bank the excess permits not supplied
for the next commitment period. The amount of "hot air" to be reduced then depends on the MACs of
reductions in China. Thus, the price of permits, in the presence of "hot air" restriction depends on the
marginal abatement costs of other permit suppliers. In this case, the market price is determined by
supply from the only existing competitor, China.

Given;
QR (JPN) 65 M t C
if,
FSU restricts 10% of "hot air"
Q (FSU) 65 0.9

= 58.5 Mt C

Q (CHN) = 65 - 8.5
=6.5 MtC

MC (CHN) a� (ebQi - 1)

22.47 (e (0.0022-6.5)

0.32
Pk (market permit price)

Costs borne by China (host) (a, bi) ebiQ - (a, bi - (a, Qi)
=(22.47/0.0022)*e (0.0022*6.5) (22.47/0.0022 - 22.47*6.5)
= 103 M USD (I 995)

Net Export Revenues (CHN) = (Quantity Reduced World Market Price (PO) - Csts
= 65 032 - 103
= 1.05 M USD

Net Export Revenues (FSU) = (Quantity Reduced World Market Price (PO)
= (58.5 032)
= 18.72 M USD

Following the same calculations as above for ftirther "hot air" restrictions, we aive at the following;
if,
FSU restricts 40% of "hot air"
Q (FSU) =39MtC
Q (CHN) =26MtC
MC (CHN) = 130 (PO
Costs borne by China (host) = 16.75 M USD
Net Export Revenues (CHN) = 17.05 M USD
Net Export Revenues (FSU) = 50.7 M USD
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if,
FSU restricts 60% of "hot air"
Q (FSU) =26MtC
Q (EN =39MtC
MC (CHN) = 198 (P0

Costs bome by China (host) = 198 M USD
Net Export Revenues (CHN) = 39.21 M USD

Net Export Revenues (FSU) = 51.48 M USD

if,
FSU restricts 70% of "hot air"

Q (FSU) 19.5 Mt C

Q (CUM = 45.5 M t C
MC (CHN) = 232 (Pk)
Costs borne by China (host) = 51.97 M USD

Net Export Revenues (CHN) = 53.59 M USD

Net Export Revenues (FSU) = 45.24 M USD

In the above example, the FSU maximizes its export revenues (not including their JI supply potential)

at approximately 40% "hot air" supply 60% restriction) with competing supply coming only firom

China.

From the above calculation series we can see how marginal abatement costs of competing emissions

reduction permits will determine at what rate of "hot air" supply the FSU will maximize its' net

associated export revenues.

B3. Additional Variables Employed in This Study

CERT is set up in such a manner as to allow the user to modify certain "switches" within the model

that will directly ipact supply or demand of permits derived by modification of the respective MAC

curve to arrive at an equilibrium permit price 331. Switches used for the purposes of this study are

outlined below.

B3.1 Adaptation Fund

One important variable not included in the above calculation is the input that CERT allows the user to

make to the Adaptation Fund49. The Adaptation Fund receives input from the share of proceeds going

towards CDM projects, represented in CERT by an upwards push of the Non-Annex B supply curves.

This results in the exclusion of some supply from Non-Annex B, thereby pushing Non-Annex B supply

revenues down slightly and the market price slightly up (as permit importers (Annex B) must pursue

other means of reduction at slightly higher costs to satisfy their demand). See 32] for details. Value

for the permits diverted to the Adaptation Fund is according to the world market price (Non-Annex B

supply quantity * 0.02 * PJ The algebraic inclusion of the calculation is as follows:

Q = In (Pk / a, + 1) / (bi * (I - adaptationfund rate / I 00))

B3.2 Transaction Costs

Transaction Costs in CERT are simply added to the costs of CERs on a per ton carbon reduced basis.

This serves to shift the supply curve upwards by the amount of the transaction costs (resulting in a

higher marginal cost of abatement in Non-Annex B country/regions). Refer to sections B4.2 and B4.3

for related scenarios.

This can be illustrated again using the Non-Annex B supply quantity function:

Q, = In ((Pk - transaction cost value) / a, + 1) / (bi * (I - adaptationfund rate / I 00))

49 The Adaptation Fund will consist of 2% of CER's generated under CDM activities on a per project basis. CDM
investments in least developed countries will be exempt from the share of proceeds to assist with the costs of

adaptation [1].
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B3.3 "HotAir"

When "hot aie' AAUs are made available to the market in CERT, they are treated as zero cost
emissions reductions and are thus exhausted before other possibilities are pursued. However, this
results in a very low market price (the model shows zero costs at 100% "hot air" but in reality this price
would be detertnined by transaction fees and willingness to pay of the demand countries/regions).

If "hot air" availability is restricted, the wlingness to pay characteristic of each demand
country/region, presuming simple market principles of least-cost pursuit, would then result in
investment flows towards I projects and, if competitive, CDM projects and/or domestic reductions.
Considering this, it follows then that should the FSU, the primary "hot air" supplier, pursue maximum
revenues from the market, it would restrict "hot air" availability, thus pushing market price upwards. It
would restrict "hot air" until its' maximum net export revenues (including JI) were reached; this being
determined by the NTACs of competing credit suppliers (as shown in the above example).

We assume tat the restriction from the FSU would be in the form of "hot air", since AAUs (the credits
from "hot air") are fly bankable without limitations and can thus be used in the next commitment
period, whereas ERUs, CERs and removal units (RMUs) all carry banking restrictions (See Appendix 7
for a summary of the credits). In addition, as mentioned, project investment generated credits will
carry minimum associated costs expressed in the credit price, thus carrying a floor price higher than
that of "hot air" credits. Therefore, price control is unlikely to be exhibited by countries having only
CDM generated investment opportunities.

It should be noted that the "hot air" supply restriction is achieved via all "hot aie' suppliers (including
the EET). However, the maximum net export revenue "hot air" supply percentage is based on the
market control goals of the FSU only. The CERT model would need to be further disaggregated in
terms of user control of "hot air" supply for the FSU to truly be the only controller of "hot air" supply.

With respect to the use of the GTEM all GHGs scenario, it is worthwhile to note the impact this
selection has on the projected amount of "hot air" presence. Comparing medium growth GTEM C02
only projections with GTEM all GHGs projections shows an increase in FSU "hot air" of 241.17 to
275.15 M t C respectively 34 M t C increase) [CERT version 121. Burniaux also projects an extreme
"hot ae' increase of 150 M t C equivalent to 240 M t C equivalent by comparing C02 only to C02,
CH4 and N20 for the FSU region in the GREEN model 121.

B4. Modeling Scenarios

The methodology and results of three scenarios undertaken using the CERT model are included herein.
Appendix 9 includes a tabular summary of model results fom all three senarios.

B4.1 Scenario I - "HotAir" Restriction

The first scenario involves the restriction of "hot air" supply to the global market of emissions reducing
permits. As previously stated, this is done in order to simulate the export revenue maximising goal
likely to be displayed by the FSU. Countries with "hot air" supply are mainly Russia and the Ukraine
(included in the FSU region) and, to a lesser degree, some other economies in transition (ElTs,
included in the EET region of CERT). If all "hot air" is made available for acquisition by iporting
regions, the entire reduction target of ratified Parties is satisfied, thus driving the permit price to near

50zero If we consider the FSU the primary market supplier, we can see that, with given GTEM all
GHGs MAC curves, the FSU achieves maximum export revenues at between 50 and 40% "hot air"
availability. Refer to Figure 6 below for the graphical representation. Cost and revenue data according
to the "hot air" restriction are summarised below in Table series 3.

50 Ihe CERT model does not distinguish transaction costs of Annex exported emissions reduction permits, thus
when 100% hot air is supplied to the market, the equilibrium price is zero, where in reality, transaction costs would
always imply some minimal cost.
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Table 3A: Model Results for Restricted "Hot Air" Supply Scenario 

Hot Air Annex FSU Net Export EET Net Export Non-Annex B Net Market Permit
Availability Domestic Revenues (M Revenues QA USD Export Revenues Price (USD

Reductions USD 1995) 1995) (M USD 1995) tQ
(Mt Q

30% 21 561 52 415 5.23
40% 17 594 51 292 437
50% 14 587 47 196 1 3.56

Table 313: Model Results for Restricted "Hot Air" Supply Scenario

Hot Air FSU Export Amount (including BET Net Export (including JI Non-Annex B Net Market Permit
Availability J1 investment) (Mtc) investment) (Mt C) Exports (M t Q Price (USD tQ
30% 121 13 157 5.23
40% 148 14 133 4.37
50% 174 16 110 3.56

Table 4: Regional Export Revenues for Non-Annex B of Non-Annex B Total

Region % Net Export Revenue (of Non-Annex B)
EEX 10
CHN 55
IND 9
DAE 3
BRA 4
ROW 19

The results of this scenario show maximum net export revenues for the FSU occur at just over 40%
"hot air" availability corresponding to about 38% market share 594 1578) of total global permit
revenues. Interestingly, this corresponds to the lowest share of the three scenarios (as �Aill be explained
later). This coincides with a global emissions permit market price of about 4.37 USD / t C. Investment
flows in Non-Annex B regions are mainly directed towards China, but each region supplies a sizable
share of the CERs, as shown in Table 4.

B4.2 Scenario 2 - Transaction Costs

To aive at accurate transaction costs for such an aggregate application is very difficult, as some
extreme generalization is required for, as we will see, what is a very imperative cost factor.
Transaction costs not only depend on the country in which reductions occur (different countries will
have different electricity grid baselines for example), but also the nature of the project (combined cycle
gas turbine (CCGT) plant construction, coal to biomass fuel switch, reforestation, wind power, solar
home system applications to name just a few of the possibilities) and project scale (large scale grid
connected renewable to small-scale rural applications) 63]. Also, there are other cost returns to the
capital invested that would help to alleviate high transaction costs such as social benefits of rural
electrification, but these are difficult to quantify and indeed are not included in this study. Each of
these factors will generate widely varying transaction costs when assessing transaction costs as a
ftinction. of project costs or, as is required in the CERT model, per ton carbon reduced. For more
information with respect to transaction costs in CDM projects, refer to [28, 60 and 69]

However, having said all of this, it is nevertheless of interest to see just how large a role transaction
costs will play in determining CDM investment flows, based on past experiences. To achieve this, AIJ
project summaries were used to arrive at mean per ton carbon reduced project costs 35]. From this
calculation, the percentage transaction cost figures suggested by a Pricewaterhousecoopers (PWQ
study 631 conducted with British Petroleum (BP) were applied to describe transaction costs as a
function of carbon abatement costs. The estimates will be slightly high since the figures from the AIJ
projects are total project costs and the figures from PWC are based on capital costs. However, as most
foreign investment projects considered are upwards of 90% capital costs, the potential error should be
less than 10% of the value suggested. It should be noted that due to the lack of inclusion of project
related revenues and often understated project lifetimes, cost calculations reported for AIJ projects are
often overstated, thus further contributing to the overstatement of costs in this analysis [54]. The IPCC,
in its recent Nfitigation 2001 report, suggests project investment costs of past AU projects to countries
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outside of Annex I would cost from 579.33 USD / t C on average, to 33 USD / t C excluding
44 expensive" projects 40]. Table below provides a summary of the data gathered.

Table 5: Transaction Cost Values based on AD experience and Findings of PWC/BP

CERT DominatingProject Average Applicable Mean Transaction Cost Project Final
Region Investment Types Project Costs value Transaction Value Used Type Transaction

(USD/tC Costs % of (USD t carbon) Ratio (%) Cost
reduced) project cost)

EEX Large scale fuel 31.5 0.4% 0.13 40 20.67
switch projects
*Bundled small-
scale renewables 496.08 6.93% 34.37 60

CHN Large scale fuel 31.5 0.4% 0.13 80 0.11
switch (coal to
biomass or natural
gas)
New CCGT 6.7 0.3% 0.02 20

END Large scale energy 385.94 0.5% 1.93 40 3.17
efficiency
Fuel switch
Medium scale 31.5 0.4% 0.13 55
renewables 488.84 9.5% 46.44 5

DAE **Grid connected 87.27 9.75% 8.51 70 16.23
PV
*Bundled small-
scale renewables 496.08 6.93% 34.37 30

BRA Reforestation 11.15 18.5 2.06 100 2.06
forest preservation - I I I

ROW *Bundled small- 496.08 6.93% 34.37 50 20.89
scale renewables
Grid connected
Wind hydro 255.19 2.9% 7.40 50

PWC suggests that a smoothed methodology, which was agreed to following the Bonn agreement 751, would reduce absolute
transaction costs of small-scale projects by up to 91%. Thus, we reduce the 75% (of project capital costs) suggested transaction
costs for such projects (when realized on a project by project basis) a further 91% 075 009) = 693%. Also, the cheapest AIJ
project experience was used for this data set as it is presumed oly the most cost-efficient of renewable energy projects would be
realized.
** The cheapest AU project experience was used for this data set as it is presumed only the most cost-efficient of renewable
energy projects will be realized.

The data are based on the summary of 115 AU projects put together under the EPIC program 35].
Percentage transaction costs are taken from the PWC/BP report 631. Transaction cost estimates for
reforestation projects were adopted using the mean value of percentage transaction costs generally
suggested by the Norwegian Council based on their past A experienced. Estimated project types and
relative ratios of project investments were adapted from the PWC report 63] A project type
experiences 69, 35, 80, 38, 8 and 37] and previous knowledge.

Transaction costs are represented in the CERT model by a direct upwards shift of the respective NLAC
curve in the amount of the transaction cost, as mentioned. As one can see from the results, transaction
costs can be extremely variable and indeed propose high constraints to investment. These figures were
entered in the CERT model and results were conceived following the Scenario I "hot air" restriction
principle. The results near the maximum net export revenue percentage as pursued by the FSU are
presented below in Table series 6 It should be noted that the transaction costs are ONTLY applied to
CDM generated credits. Realistically there will be some minimal transaction costs associated with JI
projects and, although likely nearly negligible, also for "hot air" credits. Inclusion of this cost would
tend to push prices up and probably lead to the FSU further withholding "hot air" supply.

5"Ibe Norwegian Council suggests transaction cost values of between 7 and 30% of total project costs. Thus, for
the sake of reforestation projects, we use the average value in this range of 18.5%. Exact per project cost data for
actual past reforestation projects was not found.
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Table 6A: Model Results for Restricted "Hot Air" Supply and Transaction Cost Scenario 2

Hot Air Annex FSU Net Export EET Net Export Non-Annex B Net Market Permit
Availability Domestic Revenues (M Revenues (M USD Export Revenues Price (USD

Reductions USD 1995) 1995) (M USD 1995) tc)
(Mt C)

30% 29 838 85 538 7.42
40% 24 880 80 379 6.24
50% 1 20 861 72 249 5.10

Table 613: Model Results for Restricted "Hot Air" Supply and Transaction Cost Scenario 2

Hot Air FSU Export Amount (including EET Net Export (including JI Non-Annex B Net Market Permit
Availability JI investment) (M t q investment) (Mtc) Exports (M t C) Price (USD / LCL
30% 132 16 135 7.42
40% 157 17 114 6.24
50% 182 18 92 5.10

As one might expect, world market price is raised significantly, as more Annex B domestic reductions
are pursued with the removal of many previously cheaply attainable Non-Annex B CERs.

The profit maximizing hot air percentage remains near 40% for the FSU at a corresponding global
permit price of 6.24 USD / t C. At this price, the FSU takes 66% 879.54 1338.41) of permit revenues
(up nearly 30% from Scenario 1) and resulting Non-Annex B net export revenues are summarized in
Table 7 below.

Table 7: Regional Export Revenues for Non-Annex B of Non-Annex B Total

Region % Net Export Revenue (of Non-Annex B)
EEX 0
CHN 85
11SID 10
DAE 0
BRA 5
ROW 0

As might be expected by the transaction costs set in this scenario, all Non-Annex B regions with the
exception of the three lowest of regional transaction costs are excluded from foreign investment flows
under the CDM. China takes 85% of the market share at 40% "hot air" availability. What is
interesting here, however, is that Non-Annex B regions, despite showing less absolute abatement (from
133 in scenario to 114 Mt C in scenario 2), also benefit from a greater profit in terms of total net
export revenues (from 292 to 379 M USD respectively). This is due to the fact that the rise in permit
price is so great that the reduced number of projects does not offset the increase in permit price. In
such a situation, the market price becomes more closely linked to the "upper limit" imposed by
domestic reduction marginal abatement costs of Annex I regions.

It may be useful at this point to make light of an anomaly that seems to be present in the results. It
would seem logical, given the nature of the market, that the maximum share of FSU net export
revenues should be at a lower "hot air" availability when CERs become more costly, as JI projects
should take up the extra supply potential. If the scenarios defined above were broken down into
smaller "hot air" availability increments (10% increments are used), this would be apparent.

B4.3 Scenario 3 - Transaction Cost Gap

In this scenario, lower transaction costs are devised as input to the model because scenario 2 includes
projects occurring under AU that certainly were not attractive from a strictly business perspective, and
so, in reality, would not enter the market. Had they not been heavily outside funded, as was the case
many times in the AU program [8], they would not have occurred. As such, a cost gap of I to 2 USD
per ton carbon (as suggested by W Gratter, developer of CERT),,Arill be assumed, taking into account
the relative values proposed in the above Table 5. The values input to CERT for this scenario were as
shown in Table 8 below.
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Table 8: Relative Transaction Cost Values Based on Table and Cost Gap of I to 2 USD/tC

Region Transaction Cost JSD/ t C)
EEX 1.98
CHN 1.01
IND 1.15
DAE 1.78
BRA 1.1

-ROW 2

The results from this analysis around the FSU net revenue "hot air" percentage are shown in Table
series 9 below.

Table 9A: Model Results for Restricted "Hot Air" Supply and Transaction Cost Scenario 3

Hot Air Annex FSU Net Export EET Net Export Non-Annex Net Market Permit
Availability Domestic Revenues (M Revenues (M USD Export Revenues Price (USD

Reductions USD 1995) 1995) (M USD 1995) tc)
(Mt C)

30% 24 682 66 543 6.21
40% 2 740 65 396 5.34
50% 18 756 63 276 1 4.52
60% 1 1 5 1 752 1 59 188 1 3.83

Table 9B: Model Results for Restricted "Hot Air" Supply and Transaction Cost Scenario 3

Hot Air FSU Export Amount (including EET Net Export (including JI Non-Annex Net Market Permit
Availability A investment) (M C) -investment) (Mtc) Exports (M t C) Price (USD / tC)
30% 126 15 147 6.21
40% 153 16 123 5.34
50% 179 17 99 4.52
60% 207 18 78 3.83

As we can see from these results, the market price is up from scenariol to about 452 USD / t C at
around 50% "hot air". At tis price the FSU benefits from 69% of net export revenues 756 1095).
This is the highest market share of permits for the FSU of all three scenarios, mainly owing to the high
transaction costs attributed to China (1.01 USD / tC, up from 0 II USD / tC in scenario 2 and in
scenariol). For Non-Annex regions, the regional respective permit revenue share is as show in
Table 10.

Table 10: Regional Export Revenues for Non-Annex of Non-Annex Total

Region % Net Export Revenue (of Non-Annex )
EEX 8
CEIN 60
DID 9
DAE 2
BRA 3
ROW 17

We see in this scenario that the imposed transaction costs result in a spread of investment across Non-
Annex regions similar to that of scenario 1, except that the relative increase in transaction costs over
projects realised in China results in a proportionally higher investment flow towards China.

The quantity of "hot air" supplied shows an increase at the maximum net export revenue amount of the
FSU over scenario I (from near 40% in scenario I to near 50%), opposite of what was anticipated.
This can be explained by the fact that at the transaction costs entered, market price is raised such that
CERs enter the market early on and maintain a grasp of the market share since the transaction costs are
not high enough to exclude CDM investment from any of the regions (as was the case with scenario 2.

B5. Results Summary

The demand and supply equilibrium can be shown for each scenario to better understand the effects of
the two transaction cost scenarios on aggregated permit supply (Figure 5). The demand curve
decreases with increasing permit price as Annex country/regions increasingly invest in domestic
abatement. Supply curves are less than demand at zero permit price in correspondence with the "hot
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air" percentage restriction at the maximum net export revenue of "hot air" suppliers in each scenario.
The reference supply curve begins at the point of demand due to the fact that without any "hot air"
restriction market demand is completely satisfied by "hot air" supply, and the market price falls to zero.

Aggregate Supply and Demand at the Equlibrium Point of Each
Scenario

1000
900 ---- *- -SupplyReference

---- *-Demand

800 a - - Supply Scenario 

700 4 - - Supply Scenario 2
Supply Scenario 3 Ar _Z

600

50 -

W 400 -or

300 

200 -

100 

0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

Permit Price (1995 USD t Q

Figure 5: Global Market Supply and Demand of Permits Showing Equilibrium Permit Price at the Maximum Net
Export Revenue "hot air" Supply Percentage of the "hot air" Cartel

Referring to Figure 6, we can quickly see the market power potential of the FSU. In all three cases a
restriction of "hot air" to the market results in a marked increase in net export revenues up to a certain
point. At that point (between 40 and 60% "hot air" depending on the imposed transaction cost amount
and distribution), the market price is sufficiently high that permit supply from other regions (namely
China) gain a substantial share of the market supply and indeed net export revenues from the FSU
decrease.

An important point to take away from the analysis is that increased transaction costs mill push the
market share increasingly in favour of the FSU, as was expected to be the case. In Figure 6 below, the
difference between net export revenues of the FSU and Non-Annex B are greatest when transaction
costs are highest (see the gap between curves of FSU and Non-Annex B for scenario 2). Furthermore,
we see that with an increase in transaction costs, there is a relative increase in overall market price and
subsequently net export revenues for "hot air" suppliers (FSU net export revenues are highest in
scenario 2 and lowest in scenario 1).
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Net Export Revenues for Permit Supply Regions
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Figure 6 Net Export Revenues From Select Model Regions According to "hot air" Availability

The other main conclusion is that; should transaction costs follow the experience of past projects

(represented by scenario 2 China will have the potential to capture the majority of credit supply from

Non-Annex regions, as defined by their extremely low MC curve and projected (comparatively to
other Non-Annex regions) low transaction costs.

In general transaction costs will force out high cost per carbon reduced, typically high-capital cost,

smaller scale, renewable energy projects. However, because of the vast supply quantity of low cost

emissions reduction projects especially in countries such as China and India, the overall effect to Non-

Annex supply is less severe than anticipated (as can be seen when comparing the change in net

export revenues of Non-Annex in Tables 3 6 and 9A). Indeed as is explained by GrOtter, the real

loser in the case of high transaction costs are the Annex buyers, who must pay a higher price per ton

carbon reduced, corresponding to the transfer of transaction costs to the market price of permits 32]
(refer to section 7 for details).

We see in the above Figure a commonality displayed amongst the results of all three scenarios, even

with scenario 2 of extremely high transaction costs. This commonality is that despite extreme variance

in transaction costs, at between 40 and 60% "hot air", the net export revenue of credit supply from the

FSU is maximised. At each of the maximisation points, we see that increasing transaction costs leads

to decreasing proportion of investment flow towards Non-Annex regions. We also see that the EET

region reaches a maximum net export revenue at about 20 to 30% "hot air" supply (some countries
within this region have minimal "hot air" supply potential).
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Market Price of Credits According to "Hot Air" Available
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Figure 7: Market Price of Credits According to "hot air" Availability

According to scenario 3 in Figure 7 above, there is a significant price jump from I 0 to 90% "hot air".

This is an anomaly due to the transaction cost gap of scenario 3 (refer to Table 8) starting at 1.01 for

China, thereby imposing a drastic initial increase in permit price under the "hot air" restriction.

Otherwise, the main point is that the market price of emissions permits "rill indeed rise with "hot air"

supply restriction and transaction cost amount.

Finally, the goal of this analysis with CERT was to show that, even with transaction costs applied, the

profit maximising goals of "hot air" suppliers will inadvertently leave a market share of foreign

investment flow open to Non-Annex B regions. This of course assuming that the increase in permit

price is achieved by a reduction in available "hot air". As we have seen, China will be the major

source of investment according to their diversity of low-cost emissions reduction opportunities

(represented by their flattened MAC curve) and potential for unilateral development (in parallel with

their lowered transaction cost estimates).

In general, considering comparisons with other studies (see section B7 for details), it becomes clear

that the market prices found in the study herein seem incredulously low. However, we must consider

the details in order to understand why this occurs. Most noticeably, in the study herein, the partial "hot

air" supply cartel formed by the FSU and EET does not act alone in the market. I and CDM credits

from other regions are also available to buyers. This is the biggest reason for the extremely high prices

found in other studies. Other studies often assume exclusion of other permit suppliers as is typified by

a true monopoly or cartel formation. In such a case, when "hot air" is limited, Annex B Parties are

forced to invest in more costly domestic reduction opportunities. Secondly, in the study herein, CDM

credits are added at their maximum supply potential, that is, implementation rate is 100%. This will

tend to make more cheaply realised CERs available to the market and push price downwards. Third, in

the study herein, sinks inputs are up-to-date with the Marrakech Accords, where the FSU was able to

negotiate a fiirther sinks availability of 34.83 M t C. Since we assume sinks to be added to the market
on a zero cost basis, this also will push the price down as it results in a diminished demand for other

credits. Finally, as suggested by other multi-gas assessments (see section 2.2), the inclusion of CH4

and N20 in addition to C02 in abatement cost assessment will tend to push prices down.

B6. Sensitivity Analysis

The impacts of the reduction of "hot air" availability, the first of two variables in the study, are shown

and discussed in scenario 1. It is interesting, however, to note in Appendix 9, Table series 15 A, the

rate of JI, CDM and domestic reductions at zero "hot air" availability. The effects of the transaction

cost increase are shown by the relative increase in JI investment and domestic reductions in each of the

demand regions. From the results, it is interesting to note that transaction costs have a near negligible
effect on the overall total market permit supply when aggregating "hot air", ERU and CER export

quantities (column 6 in Table 1 1 below). The major impacts of transaction cost variance are felt by the
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importing countries, which, under the "hot air" restriction, absorb the induced permit price increase.
For each scenario at 40% "hot air" supply, the total cost of imports to Annex importers (JPN, EEC
and OOE) are shown below in Table I .

Table I : Transaction Cost Impact on Annex Import Costs

Scenario Transaction Cost Average "Hot Air" Total Import Costs Total Exports
Gap Transaction N) (M C)

(USD / t Q Cost
(USD / t C)

I 0 0 40 1333 294.7
2 0.11- 20.89 10.52 40 1854 286.8

(See Table 1 1 i
3 1.0 - 2 1.50 1 40 1599 1 290.7

To generalise, the greater the transaction cost, the greater the cost of permits to importers and the more
the price setters ("hot air" suppliers) are able to capitalise. igher transaction costs mean a higher base
price of CERs, and thus higher potential permit share "hot air" suppliers are able to manipulate.

B7. Comparison With Other Results

Results from the analysis herein are comparable with those found in other studies. However, the
multitude of related studies available often have different characteristics and inclusion of key variables,
thus comparison between results can be misleading.

B7.1 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (JPCQ

Looking first to the recent IPCC Mitigation 2001 report, which gathers its information on permit prices
and MACs from the Energy Modeling Forum (see [8 1 ]), we can see that results are significantly higher
than those presented in this report. The IPCC reports, in the presence of unimpeded global trading (no
monopolistic behaviour, full CDM iplementation a permit price range of 15 to 86 USD/t C 40].
The study herein shows permit prices of 4 to 6 USD/t C. One must keep in mind in this comparison,
however, the discrepancies. In the IPCC assessment, "hot air" input is based on C02 only emissions
growth in mainly energy sector only models. As suggested by ABARE 12], applying a 33%
correction factor for inclusion of non-C02 GHGs would yield a cost gap of 10.05 to 57.62 USD/ C.

Furthermore, in the IPCC study, there is no inclusion of the recently negotiated sinks limitation, which
serves to add a significant number of zero cost emissions reductions to the total supply (assuming the
limits agreed to in Marrakech are fully exploited).

72 GEM-E3- World and MacGEM

In a study by Eyckmans et al. 26], based on marginal abatement costs generated by the general
equilibrium model for energy-economy-environment interactions (GEM-0-World), an analysis is
done with restricted "hot air" availability to the market. Sinks are issued in the same way as in CERT
(although in accordance with the Bonn Agreement, so without the over 17 Mt C Russian sinks addition
established in Marrakech) and non-inclusion of the United States. In addition the study assumes a 30%
accessibility restriction to the CDM and 20% transaction costs.

Three scenarios are outlined in the study. The first scenario involves monopolistic behaviour on the
part of the CEU, which is the geographic equivalent to the FSU + EET regions using CERT. However,
Eyckmans et al. 2001) contest that the CEU will be restricted in its dominance of the market supply by
the cap on permit release that the Commitment Period Reserve (CPR) implies. The equilibrium permit
supply is reached when marginal costs of abatement in the CEU equal the international price of carbon.
In addition to this, Eyckmans et al. 2001) assumes that the CEU first sells its permits from "hot air",
which carry zero costs in the model (as is assumed in the study herein).
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Box 1: Commitment Period Reserve: a "hot air" supply constraint?

The potential of the CPR to restrict "hot air" supply from the FSU and/or EET regions is
not well justified as has been suggested by Griltter [personal communication], and as is
outlined below. Potential "hot air" suppliers will choose the option of making use of
100% of their most recent inventory times five, which will be below their reduction
commitment by an amount greater than the available hot air, thus this policy change
would have no implications on the market supply of "hot air" and need not be considered
in the analysis. To numerically support this claim, making use of GTEM all GHGs data:

FSU Sample Calculation

Reduction Commitment Baseline Assigned Amount 
= 816 
= 4080 Mt C

CPR Option 1, which is the proposed limitation in Eyckmans et al. 26]
(90% of Assigned Amount)

CPR Limitation = 4080 * 0.9
= 3672 Mt C

CPR Option 2
(100% of five times most recent inventory)
For the sake of illustration, let us assume the most recent inventory is equal to the 2010
BAU scenario for GTEM all GHGs projection times five (a likely high estimate). The
most recent inventory would be 575 Mt C.

CPR Limitation = 1 * 575 * 5
= 2875 Mt C

The CPR states that the each party must hold in its registry at any one time a CPR amount
that does not drop below the lower of the two options. The lower of
the two options for the FSU will be 2875 Mt C for the five-year comn-titment period.
This results in a potential aggregated supply of 4080 - 2875 = 1205 Mt C for the five-year
commitment period. The available hot air, according to the GTEM all GHGs reference
scenario (already a high estimate according to GrUtter, March 2001 32]) will be 294 Mt
C, well below the CPR restriction.

The second scenario imposes a restriction on the release of "hot air" such that only real emissions
reductions are allowed to take place up to the equalisation. of CEU MAC to the global permit price.
The third scenario assumes that the CEU invests only in JI projects to provide market supply of
reduction permits. This effectively assumes zero domestic reductions and market power is gained only
through the restriction of "hot air" supply.

Table 12: Summary of Findings from Eyckmans et al. (200 1) Mae-GEM Study vs. Study Herein

Study Permit Price USD 1995 / t C
at given % "hot air" supply

Using CERT 0% 50% 100%
Scenario 1 7.95 3.56 0
Scenario 2 11.23 5.10 0
Scenario 3 8.92 4.52 0

Eyckmans et al.
Scenario 1 126.35 91.67 19.73
Scenario 2 51.33 33 -36.67 19.73_
Scenario 3 50% 55% 72%

JI Accessl/o 90 46.42
JI Access% 60 54.27
A Access% 30 58.74
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Baseline emissions growth in the MacGEM study are lowered by 5%, as an uncertainty correction
factor, wich brings down the CEU's "hot air". Ts fact, in addition to the CPR limitation employed
in the study leads to the above zero minimum permit price 19.73 $/ C as shown in the case with
100% "hot air" in Table 12. This is also the fundamental reason why permit price estimates in
Eyckinans et al. 2001) are significantly higher than those found in the study herein. The
aforementioned CDM accessibility restriction 30% of projects eligible for CDM actually enter the
market) and iposition of transaction costs 20%) also serve to push prices up in the Eyckmans et al.
(2001) study relative to those found in the study herein (with 100% CDM accessibility and scenario
specific transaction costs). Once again, the study uses MACs derived firom C02 only analysis.

B7.3 POLES and ASPEN

In a study done by Blanchard et al. 2002), the Analyse des Syst�mes de Permis dEmission
Nigociables (ASPEN) model 19] is coupled with MAC curves generated from the Outlook on Long-
Term Energy Systems (POLES) model to analyze the emissions trading permit market 9 The
analysis includes an estimated addition of sinks credits as agreed to in Marrakech for forest
management, estimated credits for other LULUCF activities and the maximum importable sinks credits
from CDM projects 1% of a Parties' base year emissions). CDM transaction costs are also included
(20% of project technical costs). Additionally, a 10% accessibility factor to CDM generated emissions
reductions is included. The results described here are fom the non-US participation portion of their
analysis.

Two major shortcomings of the analysis are that the POLES model, from which MACs are derived, is a
model of the world energy system predicting energy sector C02 eissions only 20]. Although this
covers the majority of GHG emissions, other sectors and inclusion of other non-CO2 GHGs would
serve to more accurately reflect emissions abatement opportunities.

The study concludes that at 45% "hot air" supply, (by the FSU and EE regions corresponding to the
FSU and EET in the study herein) permit price reaches nil. This means, 55% of emissions reduction
are achieved through "hot air" and sinks supply alone, before any other permits enter the market. At
maximum "hot air" supplier benefits, they concluded that "hot air" supply would be around 10%,
corresponding to a permit price of about 17 USD / t C. The low "hot air" percentage supplied can be in
part explained by the fact that total demand for emissions reduction (in 2010) in the Blanchard et al.
(2002) study is 237 M t C, which when including sinks reductions, is reduced to 170 M t C. The study
puts "hot air" and sinks supply at 353 M t C. Ts makes for a supply excess of 183 M t C. The study
herein assumes a total demand (without sinks inclusion) for reduction of 312 M t C with a supposed
"hot air" (and forest management sinks only for FSU and EET) supply of 331 Mt C. This makes for a
supply excess of only 19 M t C. Finally, in the study herein, it is assumed that all potential CDM
projects are realized. This fact in combination with the minimal supply excess translates into CERs
entering the market, in the study herein, at only 10% reduced "hot air" supply (from 100% to 90% in
all three scenarios (refer to Appendix 9 Table series 15 B, Scenarios 12 and 3 As mentioned, in the
Blanchard et al. 2002) analysis, other permit types do not enter the market until at least a 55% "hot
air" supply restriction.

B7.4 Ldschel and Zhang

A recently released study by Ldschel and Zhang 48] explores the implications of market power
displayed by two regions, the FSU and EEC (FSU and EET in the study herein). They propose that a
cartel is formed amongst the two regions and that supply is accordingly restricted. Thus all other
players are assumed removed from market supply, except for the Annex countries' ability to reduce
emissions domestically. The study is based on MAC curves generated by POLES 18]. They predict
"hot a" potential supply (including forest management sinks as defined in Marrakech) by the FSU to
be 296 Mt C 3 Mt C from the study herein) and 56 Mt C for EEC 21 Mt C for EET in the study
herein).

The limitation in the 6schel and Zhang 2002) study is that it is assumed in the cartel that all other
market players are excluded (cartel monopolizes the market) and thus emissions reductions to be
achieved in excess of the cartel supplied 126 Mt C are assumed to be undertaken domestically,
following each regions' respective MAC curve (refer to column in Table 13 below). They find the
pernift price at the monopolistic supply quantity to be 66 USD / t C. However, it is most Rely that
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Non-Annex suppliers will still participate in the market as free-riders, even in the presence of a
partial cartel or monopoly of "hot air" suppliers, thereby reaping the benefits of the permit price rise
incurred by the partial cartel/monopoly 32]. This would mean that cheaply realized emissions
reductions would indeed still be pursued (such as with the Prototype Carbon Fund (PCF) at current
average costs of about 14.67 USD/ t C 14]). The idea of a complete market monopolistic restriction of
supply by the FSU and EEC (EET) is thus not likely to occur as long as Parties have the option to
purchase other J or CDM[ generated permits.

Table 13: Summary of Selected Results from L6schel and Zhang 2002) vs Scenarios Herein

Study Permit Price USD Total Demand* FSU and EEC (EET) Domestic Reductions
1995 / t C (M C) supply* by Annex B

(M C) (M C)
Lbschel and Zhang 66 296 126 170

(FSU and BET cartel)
Uschel and Zhang 36 296 188 108
(FSU monopoly)
Scenario herein 4.37 312 162 1 7
Scenario 2 hereiEd- 6.24 312 174 24
Scenario 3 herein 1 4.52 312 196 1 8

Includes exploitation of forest management sinks limits as proposed in Marrakech 75].

Results comparison show that permit prices found by L6schel and Zhang 2002) are extremely high,
relative to the results found herein. This is due in conjunction with their assumption that the cartel
formation entirely excludes CERs and relies on only Annex B domestic AIACs for reduction over and
above the 126 M t C supplied by the cartel. In fact L6schel and Zhang 2002) suggest considering the
inclusion of developing countries via the CDM in the market, which would serve to add ftirther cheap
available permits 48].

B7.5 AERGE

Another study done by Manne and Richels [50] examines the implications of a "hot air" supply cartel.
In this study, NIAC curves are based on the MERGE model (CO2 only). Sinks are included to the
degree of those proposed following Bonn 77] (FSUwith only 17.63 M t C as opposed to the now
negotiated 34.83 M t C allowance). Sinks, as in the study herein, are added to the market on a zero cost
basis. One major difference however is that Manne and Richels 2001) adopt a 5% implementation
rate for permit supply from CDM[ projects (meaning only 15% of potentially available permits,
according to the NLAC curves, are actually included in market supply). In a scenario without the US,
and with the FSU and EET acting as a cartel, they found the optimal "hot air" supply to be at between
120 and 160 M t C. The study herein shows between 123 and 157 M t C combined "hot air" supply of
the FSU and EET at the FSU net export revenue maximization supply quantity.

B7.6 B6hringer

A study done by B6hringer 2001) addresses the market power issue from a similar theoretical
perspective [101. The methodology is similar to that of Blanchard et al. 2002) in so far as the
reduction targets are modified to incorporate sinks credits from forest management as agreed to in
Marrakech, other agricultural activities and sinks in the CDM [10] Ts results in a set of "relaxed"
Kyoto targets that leads to a significantly diminished demand for emissions reductions from market
sources. hi addition, the general equilibrium model used to arrive at the MACs includes C02 Only
emissions. Bhringer 2001) assumes unrestricted global trading, non-US participation and no
restrictions on Non-Annex B supply (as in the study herein). "Hot air" in the model is also in excess of
demand without the US and especially with the "relaxed" reduction targets.

In an FSU and CEA cartel (equivalent to the FSU and EET in the study herein), B6hringer (200 1) finds
that the FSU would aim at restricting permit sales to 40% "hot air" in order to maximize consumption
[IO]. This is inline with the findings of the study herein.

B7.7 Natsource

Looking towards the industry view of the emissions trading permit market, a survey report by
Natsource [59] found that 80% of respondents predicted permit prices in 2005 to be below 8 USD / t
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C02 29.3 USD / t Q. The median prediction for 2005 was 18.33 USD / t C. In 2010, the median
prediction was 10 USD / t C02 or 36.68 USD / t C 59]. Firms participating in the survey covered
energy, chemical, metals, waste, manufacturing, transportation, engineering, financial services,
insurance and consulting industries/fields 59]. Many of the companies surveyed had previous
experience in the GHG market.

The permit prices in Table 14 show the reality of the current GHG trading market. The Natsource and
Global Change Strategies Inc. (GCSI) report 2002) explains that past experience may tend to under-
show permit prices due to the absence of a legislated regulatory framework 591. Danish and UK
policy allowance prices (by voluntary participation through auction offer or bid), driven by national
government legislation tend to show higher prices than past experience, but still likely lower costs than
might arise in a legislated emissions trading framework with compliance penalties (as in Kyoto) 59].
Permit prices from past experience are very close to those found in the study herein (prices herein
ranging from 437 to 624 USD / t C at the "hot air" maximum net export revenue supply percentage).

Table 14: Current Market Permit Prices Based on Natsource Experience

Permit Type Applicable Period Permit Price Range
(USD / t C)

JI past experience 1991 -2007 2.2 - 917
JI past experience 2008 -2012 6.05 - 1
CDM past experience 2000 2008 4.22 - 18.33
Danish policy 2002 7.85 - 10.45
allowance

I UK policy aowance 1 2002 1 26.18 - 31.39

B8. Further Research

To begin with, further research ight seek to take into consideration market impacts of the many

policy changes made to the implementation of the mechanisms proposed in the Marrakech Accords

(see Appendix 2 This would first serve to provide a more accurate representation of te emissions

reduction permit market. It would also be of interest to disaggregate the model further into country-by-

country MAC curves, followed by a similar analysis to more accurately identify potential permit flows.

In a dynamic sense, future work might aim to assess the implications of the second commitment period

on market control behaviour of primary suppliers. As "hot air" AAUs are fully bankable, it is

conceivable that such suppliers ight choose to withhold some amount of credits to cover their on

growth in emissions during the next commitment period. This would be difficult to assess however, as

the economic growth would need to be projected beyond the first commitment period, then a reduction

target would have to be assumed, against which a need for reduction could be established. Manne and

Richels 2001) suggest that this could be accomplished through sensitivity analysis and to identify the

optimal near term hedging strategy in the face of the many long-term uncertainties [50]. Manne and

Richels 2001) briefly touch on the topic in their paper, finding that if the FSU + EET were able to

bank its "hot air" (as it will be able to do) for use in the next commitment period 2020 in their model),
most of the "hot air" is deferred until that time [50].

To expand the theoretical possibility of a monopoly, another possibility for future research would be to

perform a static or if possible dynamic analysis (across commitment periods) with China acting in a

cartel with "hot air" suppliers 7 As as been proposed by rUtter 32], it is conceivable that China,

the other probable primary permit supplier might act in a cartel situation with "hot air" suppliers. This

situation is difficult to analyze for a host of reasons: one market supplier may price compete with the

other, comparing permits generated from non-project investments (as is the case with "hot air") with

project investments (as is the case with CDM investments) is not compatible. "Hot air" generated

credits can be supplied on a near zero cost basis and so are more subject to price control by the supplier

than CDM generated credits which "ill carry a substantial minimum cost for project implementation

and baseline assessment (depending on their source and project relation). The problem is firither

complicated by the fact that unilaterally realized projects may now be fanced directly by Non-Annex

B countries and so put on the permit market at low investor cost and risk. Lastly, a smoothed

methodology for small-scale baseline assessment of CDM projects is also being proposed and
developed (refer to Appendix 8).
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Appendix 1: List of Acronyms

AA Assigned Amount
ABARE Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics
AAU Assigned Amount Unit
AIJ Activities Implemented Jointly
AOSIS Alliance of Small Island States
ASPEN Analyse des Syst6mes de Permis d'Emission N6gociables
BAU Business as Usual
BP British Petroleum
CCGT Combined Cycle Gas Turbine
CDM Clean Development Mechanism
CEA Central and Eastern Europe (region in B6hringer 200 1) analysis)
CER Certified Emission Reduction Unit
CERT Certified Emissions Reduction Trade Model
CEU Eastern Europe and Former Soviet Union (region in MacGEM, Eyckmans et al. 200 1) study)
CGE Computable General Equilibrium Model
COP Conference of The Parties
CPR Commitment Period Reserve
ECN Netherlands Energy Research Foundation
EET Economies in Transition of Eastern Europe
EIA Energy Information Agency
EIT Economy in Transition
EMF Stanford Energy Modeling Forum group of 19 models
EPIC Environmental Policies and Institutions for Central Asia
EPPA Emission Prediction and Policy Assessment
ERU Emissions Reduction Unit
ET Emissions Trading
EU European Union
FSU Former Soviet Union
G-77 Group of 77, Third World Country Coalition
GCSI Global Change Strategies Inc.
GDP Gross Domestic Product
GEF Global Environment Facility
GEM-E3 General Equilibrium Model for Energy-EconornymEnvironment Interactions
GHG Greenhouse Gas
GTEM Global Trade and Environment Model
GWP Global Warming Potential
IEA International Energy Agency
IET International Emissions Trading
IGSM Integrated Global System Model
IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
JI Joint Implementation
LDC Least Developed Country
LULUCF Land Use, Land-use Change and Forestry
MacGEM Marginal Abatement Cost General Equilibrium Model
MACs Marginal Abatement Costs
MEAs Multilateral Environmental Agreements
MERGE A Model For Evaluating Regional and Global Effects of GHG Reduction Policies
NUT Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MOP Meeting of he Parties to The Protocol
Mt Mega tons Carbon (I 000 000 metric tonnes carbon 52)

NAPA National Adaptation Programmes of Action
OE Operating Entity
POLES Outlook on Long-Term Energy Systems model
PV Photovoltaic
PWC PricewaterhouseCoopers
RMU Removal Unit
SBSTA Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice
SGS Soci&6 G6n6rale de Surveillance
UK United Kingdom

UNCTAD United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
UNEP United Nations Environment Program
UNFCCC United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
UNIDO United Nations Industrial Development Organisation

52 The conversion of tonnes carbon to tonnes carbon dioxide is It C = 44/12 t C02
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USA United States of America
USD United States of America Dollars
US DOE United States Department of Energy
US EPA United States Environmental Protection Agency
WM0 World Meteorological Organisation
WTO World Trade Organisation
WWF World Wildlife Fund
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Appendix 2 Annex I Countries to the UNFCCC

Annex I countries are those industrialized countries and economies in transition which took on a non-
binding eissions reduction target, under the UNFCCC of reaching 1990 baseline emissions in 2000.
Membership in Annex allows participation in the CDM and JI under the guidelines set out in Kyoto
for developed countries (and provided other guidelines put forth for participation in mechanisms are
met, such as inventory and registry requirements). These countries are often used interchangeably with
Annex countries, an Annex of the Kyoto Protocol.

Australia
Austria
Belarus a/
Belgium
Bulgaria a/
Canada
Croatia*
Czech Republic a/
Denmark
European Union
Estonia a/
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary a/
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Latvia a/
Liechtenstein*
Lithuania a/
Luxembourg
Monaco*
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Poland a/
Portugal
Romania a/
Russian Federation a/
Slovakia a/*
Slovenia a/*
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
Ukraine a/
United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland
United States of America

a/ Countries that are undergoing the process of transition to a market economy.

* Publisher's note: Countries added to Annex I by an amendment that entered into force on 13 August
1998, pursuant to decision 4/CP.3 adopted at COP 3.
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Appendix 3 Reduction Targets of Annex Countries to The Kyoto Protocol

Party Quantified emission limitation or reduction commitment
(percentage of base year or period)

Party Reduction Target

Australia 108
Austria 92
Belgium 92
Bulgaria* 92
Canada 94
Croatia* 95
Czech Republic* 92
Denmark 92
Estonia* 92
European Community 92
Finland 92
France 92
Germany 92
Greece 92
Hungary* 94
Iceland 110
Ireland 92
Italy 92
Japan 94
Latvia* 92
Liechtenstein 92
Lithuania* 92
Luxembourg 92
Monaco 92
Netherlands 92
New Zealand 100
Norway 101
Poland* 94
Portugal 92
Romania* 92
Russian Federation* 100
Slovakia* 92
Slovenia* 92
Spain 92
Sweden 92
Switzerland 92
Ukraine* 100
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland 92
United States of America 93

Countries that are undergoing the process of transition to a market economy.
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Appendix 4 Greenhouse Gases and Sectors Specified in the Kyoto Protocol

Greenhouse gases Global Warming Potentials (IUPCC, 2001)
(100 year)

Carbon dioxide CO2) 1
Methane (C1-Q 23
Nitrous oxide (N20) 296
Hydrofluorocarbons (BFCs) 12 to 12 000 depending on the C
Perfluorocarbons (PFCs) 5700 to 11 900 depending on the PFC
Sulphur hexafluoride (SF6) 22 200

Sectors/source categories

Energy

• Fuel combustion

• Energy industries
• Manufacturing industries and construction
E Transport
• Other sectors
• Other

• Fugitive emissions from fuels

• Solid fuels
• Oil and natural gas
• Other

Industrial processes

Mineral products
Chemical industry
Metal production
Other production
Production of halocarbons and sulphur hexafluoride
Consumption of halocarbons and sulphur hexafluoride
Other

Solvent and other product use

Agriculture

Enteric fermentation
Manure management
Rice cultivation
Agricultural soils
Prescribed burning of savannas
Field burning of agricultural residues
Other

Waste

Solid waste disposal on land
Wastewater handling
Waste incineration
Other
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Appendix 5: Forest Management Sinks LimitationS53

Party Mt Cyr

Australia 0.00
Austria 0.63
Belarus
Belgium 0.03
Bulgaria 0.37
Canada 12.00
Croatia
Czech Republic 0.32
Denmark 0.05

Estonia 0.10
Finland 0.16
France 0.88
Germany 1.24
Greece 0.09
Hungary 0.29
Iceland 0.00
Ireland 0.05
Italy 0.18
Japan 13.00
Latvia 0.34
Liechtenstein 0.01
Lithuania 0.28
Luxembourg 0.01
Monaco 0.00
Netherlands 0.01
New Zealand 0.20
Norway 0.40
Poland 0.82
Portugal 0.22
Romania 1.10
Russian Federation 17.63 14

Slovakia 0.50
Slovenia 0.36
Spain 0.67
Sweden 0.58
Switzerland 0.50
Ukraine 1.11
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland 0.37

53 Derived from Appendix Z to the Bonn Agreement (The list of countries in this table differs from that found in
decision 5/CP.6 as a result of consultations undertaken during the session).
54 Note: As discussed in section 5, the Russian allowance for sinks inclusion due to forest management has been
augmented to 33.00 Mt C/yr following negotiations at COP 7. This had not been officially changed at the time of
writing this paper, so it remains the value documented in COP 6.5.
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Appendix 6 Links to Domestic Trading Schemes

Australia fhttp://www.greenhouse.gov.au/emissionstrading/)
Canada (http://wwwncep.ca/)
Denmark (http:Hwww.ens.dk/uk/energy_yeform/emissions-trading/index.htrn)
European Commission f http://europa.eu.int/comm/ofUgreen/com2OOO-87.httn)
Finland f http://www.mst.dk/homepage/}
France f http://www.environnement.gouv.fr/}
Germany {http://www.bmu.de/english/fsetIO24.php)
Ireland lhttp://www.environ.ie/environ/envindex.html}
Netherlands fhttp://wwwvrom.nl/pagina.html)
New Zealand (http:Hwwwmed.govt.nz/ers/environinent/ghgpolicy/nzier/nzier-08.html}
Norway f http://odin.dep.no/md/engelsk/publ/rapporter/022021-020006/index-

dokOOO-b-n-a.html)
Sweden f http://miljo.regeringen.se/english/english-index.htm)
United Kingdom f http://www.defra.gov.uk/news/latest/2002/emissionswebsite.htm}
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Appendix 7 Summary of Credits

Credit Type Credit Banldng Timing Sinks Implications
Assigned Amount AAU Full carry-over to the Assigned upon AAUs due to sinks activities, (unlimited
Unit next commitment ratification and reforestation and afforestation) wil I be
(emissions period of all AAUs not confirmation of the termed RMUs and subject to RMU
reductions resulting retired. AA- Available for limitations.
from assigned trading immediately
amount)
Joint Implementation ERU Carry-over equivalent Projects verified as ERUs transferred due to sinks activities

to maximum 2.5% of eligible reductions occurring since 1990 ("revegetation,
the Party's AA- occurring after 2000. *forest management, "cropland

ERUs crediting management & "grazing land
period beginning management) will also be deemed
2008. RMUs and subject to RMU limitations.

Clean Development CER Carry-over equivalent Projects verified as CERs realised due to sinks activities
Mechanism to maximum 2.5% of eligible reductions restricted to afforestation and

the Party's AA- occurring after 2000. reforestation and maximum 1 times
Available for trading five of Party's base year emissions.
in 2008

Removal Unit (sinks RMU No carry-over Projects verified as Derived from LULUCF activities;
emissions allowance. Must be eligible reductions afforestation and reforestation
reductions) retired during first occurring after 1990. obligatory and others listed above

commitment period. Credits granted in optionally. RMUs due to the other
the first commitment activities may be used directly against

I period. the Parties' AA or as credits for trade.
Refer to [75] for details pertaining to the contents of this table.
* Only those countries which have net sources of emissions due to sinks activities since 1990 equal to a maximum of 9 Mt
carbon times five due to reforestation, afforestation and deforestation activities will be able to make use of these reductions in the
first commitment period up to a limit assigned in Annex Z (of the Bonn Agreement and further revised in Marrakech [75, 757).

** Exact quantified limitations to the use of these LULUCF activities will be devised at the first meeting of the Parties to the
Protocol (following Kyoto entering into force) [75].
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Appendix 8: Summary of Policy Implications

General Restriction Global Permit Price Particular Party or Permit Time Frame of
Constraints Distribution Impact Regional Impact Supply Impacts

Impact (minimum) linpact
The US Non Ratification Varied Price decrease Involvement of Over supply Immediate"

Australia ad Canada
are questionable.
Puts Russia and other
potential credit
"suppliers" in a price
making position.

Lack of Permit None Open Price decrease Determined entirely by Efficient Immediate
Restrictions permit price and project
(ceiling, floor realisation costs.
price)
commitment JI is excluded by Impacts Annex Negligible No restriction to "hot Minimal 2008-2012
Period Reserve Track countries only. air" suppliers (see Box trading Parties will likely
(90% of AA or allowance, thus 1 above). restriction. prepare themselves
times ost recent CPR restricts by early acquisition
inventory) Party account in of credits.

CERs, AAUs and
RMUs, not
ERUs.

"Hot Air" None Should focus Price decrease if FSU and Eastern Possible Immediate
Allowance permit supply to 100% available Europe become major vast over-

Ukraine and (see CERT sellers of AAUs and supply.
Russia. model analysis). can exhibit market

control.
Forest See Appendix Z Only applies to Negligible, With particularly high Negligible, Applies to eissions
Management of 75 and 77]. Parties with net decrease permit limits granted to additional since 1990, but oly
Restriction sources of sink price Russia, Canada and supply of impacts credit supply

emissions. Japan; these countries permits 2008 to 2012.
will benefit most

Reforestation, None None Price decrease Benefits any country Negligible, Applies to emissions
Deforestation, due to additional with such available additional since 1990. RMUs
Afforestation supply of RMU sinks opportunities. supply of possible following

credits to the permits. ratification and
market. reporting validation

(possibly before
2008).

Sinks in CDM Only to be used Restricted to those Negligible, as Will restrict emissions None, Immediate
Restriction against a Parties' Non- Annex sinks realised reductions from demand

AA, limited to Parties'vith sinks CERs will carry countries with large restriction.
1% times five of project potential high transaction potential (ie. Brazil).
Parties' base year costs due to
emissions. inherent risks

(ie. Leakage).
Small Project Will receive Applies to Non- Puts potentially Is designed for Negligible, Immediate
Allowance simplified Annex countries cheap CERs on countries most in need additional

validation and (CI)Mprojects). the market early. of development aid (ie. supply
verification African nations, SE
requirements. Asia, South America).

CDM Baseline CDMproject Applies to Non- Should decrease Will put Parties' who Additional Immediate
Reporting Format investors wl be Annex parties inherent have hosted former AIJ supply
Options allowed to use (CDM projects) transaction costs projects and have (minimal

former similar associated with available baseline data impact).
project data for CDM project at a premium.
baseline realisation.
realisation.

CDM Fund 2% of CER value May serve to focus Increase in CER Will not affect Negligible, Not specified (but
Restriction to be contributed investment to permit price investments in LDCs. decreased applied on a per

to Adaptation LDCs and restrict where CER CDM project basis)
Fund except for investment in other applicable. supply. thus likely
investments in CDM project immediate.
LI)Cs"'. eligible countries.

5-5 Initnediate refers to immediately following ratification of the Protocol and its subsequent coming into force.
56 LDCs refers to Least Developed Countries.
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General Restriction Global Permit Price Particular Party or Permit Time Frame of
Constraints Distribution Impact Regional Impact supply Impacts

Impact (minimum) Impact
CDM Unilateral Al-lows Non- Non-Annex B Price decrease in Non-Annex B Additional After 2000
Project Annex B countries. CERs. countries with moderate supply of
Development countries to economic development CERs.

realise their own may be able to make
CDM eligible use of this opportunity
projects. (ie. China, India) as

well as countries with
mature technology
development potential
(ie. Columbia).

Track It J Annex B Annex B countries Negligible None Negligible Applicable during
countries out of adhering to iles of commitment period
compliance can mechanism as this is a non
still issue verified eligibility. compliance
ERUs into their allowance 2008 to
registries.

Carry over 2.5 of a Puts AAUs at a None (directly) May give centive to None End of compliance
Restriction Parties' AA is low risk premium Parties to acquire (directly) (Dec. 31, 2012).
(2.5% CER, ERU, allowed as (thus "hot air" is CERs, RMUs and
0% RMU and banking to the potentially low ERUs and reserve
100% AAU) next commitment risk). AAUs for banking and

period of CERs end of compliance risk
and ERUs. Zero hedging.
banking of RMUs
and ftfl bnking
of AAUs.

Refer to 75] to details of contents summarised in this tble.
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Appendix 9 Scenario Output Summary from CERT

Table 15 IA: Scenario I Based on GEM All GHG MAC Curves with "hot air" Restriction

Region* Hot Domestic Iports ExportsDomestic Cost of Export Total Cost Market
AjrReduction (M t C) (M t C) Costs Imports Revenues /Profit** Price

(M C) (M USD) (M USD) (M USD) (M USD) (USD/t C
FSU 0 41.47 41.47 159.93 329.59 169.66 7.95

EET 10.31 10.31 39.81 81.94 42.12

Rest of Annex-B 30.49 281.84 0.00 117.67 2239.77 2357.44
Non Annex.B 228.77 849.99 1781.61 931.62

FSU 10 37.11 68.08 127.21 479.47 352.26 7.04

EET 9.22 11.37 31.65 80.06 48.41

Rest of nexR 27.27 285.06 0.00 93.56 2007.49 2101.05

Non AnnexB 205.57 680.11 1418.73 738.62

FSU 20 32.59 94.54 97.46 578.90 481.44 6.12

EET 8.09 12.39 24.23 75.86 51.63

Rest of nexB 23.94 288.39 0.00 71.65 1765.93 1837.58
Non AnnexB 181.36 524.32 1088.30 563.98

FSU 30 28.10 121.03 72.00 632.86 560.86 5.23

EET 6.98 13.42 17.89 70.17 52.27

Rest of AnexB 20.64 291.69 0.00 52.92 1525.26 1578.17

Non AnexB 157.12 389.85 805.18 415.32

FSU 40 23.69 147.59 50.84 644.41 593.57 4.37
EET 5.88 14.47 12.63 63.17 50.54

Rest of AnexB 17.40 294.94 0.00 37.36 1287.72 1325.08
Non AnnexB 133.09 277.09 569.46 292.37

FSU 50 19.51 174.39 34.27 621.31 587.04 3.5�-

EET 4.84 15.58 8.51 55.49 46.99

Rest of AnnexB 14.32 298.01 0.00 25.17 1061.75 1086.92

Non AnexB 110.10 187.93 384.41 196.48

FSU 60 16.28 202.14 23.77 597.05 573.28 2.95
EET 4.04 16.92 5.90 49.98 44.08

Rest of AnexB 11.96 300.38 0.00 17.46 887.20 904.66
Non Annex:B 92.24 131.01 267.00 135.99

FSU 70 11.15 227.98 11.06 455.97 444.90 2.00

EET 2.76 17.79 2.74 35.59 32.85

Rest of Anex.B 8.18 304.15 0.00 8.12 608.30 616.42

Non AnexB 63.53 61.46 124.52 63.06

FSU 80 6.79 254.60 4.07 307.04 302.97 1.21
EET 1.68 18.86 1.01 22.75 21.74

Rest of AnnexB 4.98 307.35 0.00 2.99 370.67 373.66

Non AnexB 38.87 22.79 45.94 23.15

FSU 90 5.64 284.43 2.81 284.43 281.62 1.00

EET 1.40 20.72 0.70 20.72 20.03

Rest of Anex.B 4.14 308.19 0.00 2.06 308.19 310.26

Non AnnexIl 32.36 15.75 31.71 15.96

FSU 100 0.00 309.76 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

EET 0.00 21.47 0.00 0.00 0.00

Rest of Anex.B 0.00 312.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

,Non AnexB 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

*Rest of Annex refers to the sum of regions JPN, EEC and OOE.
** This column corresponds with net export profit values for the FSU, EET and Non-Annex B. For the Rest of Annex B totals,
this value is a net import cost.
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Table 15. 113 Scenario I Results For Non-Annex B Pennit Distribution

Hot Air Regions EEX CHN IND DAE BRA ROW

0 Exports 22.59 126.41 22.07 7.13 7.90 42.68
(Mt Q

Net Profits 91.05 515.99 88.15 28.15 32.49 175.78
(M $US)

I 0 Exports 20.24 113.67 19.71 6.34 7.12 38.48
Net Profits 72.03 409.29 69.61 22.17 25.82 139.70

20 Exports 17.80 100.36 17.29 5.54 6.30 34.07

Net Profits 54.87 312.68 52.92 16.82 19.76 106.94

30 Exports 15.37 87.02 14.88 4.75 5.48 29.62
Net Profits 40.31 230.37 38.81 12.30 14.58 78.95

40 Exports 12.97 73.76 12.53 3.99 4.65 25.18

Net Profits 28.31 162.25 27.20 8.60 10.29 55.72

50 Exports 10.70 61.06 10.30 3.27 3.86 20.91
Net Profits 18.98 109.08 18.20 5.74 6.93 37.53

60 Exports 8.94 51.19 8.59 2.72 3.24 17.57

Net Profits 13.11 75.53 12.56 3.96 4.81 26.03

70 Exports 6.13 35.28 5.87 1.85 2.24 12.15
Net Profits 6.06 35.04 5.79 1.82 2.23 12.11

80 Exports 3.74 21.60 3.57 1.12 1.38 7.47

Net Profits 2.22 12.87 2.12 0.66 0.82 4.46

90 Exports 3.11 17.98 2.97 0.93 1.15 6.22
Net Profits 1.53 8.87 1.46 0.46 0.57 3.07

100 Exports 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Net Profits 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table 15.2A: Scenario 2 GTEM All GHG MAC Curves with AIJ/PWC Experience Transaction Costs

Region* Hot Domestic Iports Exports Domestic Cost of Export Total Cost Market
Air% Reduction (M t C) (M t C) Costs Imports Revenues /Profit** Price

(M C) Dq USD) (M USD) (M USD) (M USD) (USD/t Q
FSU 0 56.67 56.67 305.36 636.35 331.00 11.23

EET 14.11 14.11 76.15 158.41 82.26

Rest of Annex.B 41.70 270.63 0.00 224.99 3038.97 3263.96
Non AnnexB 199.69 987.46 2197.57 1210.10

FSU 10 50.61 81.59 241.38 807.28 565.90 9.89

EET 12.59 14.74 60.15 145.84 85.69

Rest of AnnexB 37.23 275.11 0.00 177.74 2722.11 2899.85
Non AnnexB 177.91 777.64 1725.14 947.50

FSU 20 44.77 106.72 187.25 922.12 734.87 8.64
EET 11.13 15.43 46.63 133.30 86.67

Rest of Annex.B 32.92 279.41 0.00 137.81 2414.27 2552.08
Non AnexB 156.68 599.90 1326.73 726.83

FSU 30 38.96 131.89 140.59 979.04 838.45 7.42

EET 9.68 16.12 34.99 119.70 84.71

Rest of AnnexB 28.64 283.70 0.00 103.42 2106.01 2209.43
Non AnnexB 135.35 446.83 984.65 537.83

FSU 40 33.18 157.08 101.12 980.67 879.54 6.24
EET 8.24 16.83 25.15 105.08 79.93

Rest of AnexB 24.38 287.95 0.00 74.35 1797.68 1872.03
Non AnexB 113.91 317.94 696.88 378.94

FSU 50 27.43 182.31 68.55 929.30 860.75 5.10

EET 6.81 17.55 17.03 89.44 72.41

Rest of AnexB 20.15 292.18 0.00 50.38 1489.33 1539.71
Non AnexB 92.34 212.67 461.24 248.57

FSU 60 21.79 207.65 42.91 830.60 787.69 4.00
EET 5.41 18.29 10.65 73.16 62.51

Rest of AnnexB 16.00 296.33 0.00 31.52 1185.32 1216.84
Non AnexB 70.92 131.51 278.01 146.50

FSU 70 16.53 233.36 24.51 700.09 675.59 3.00
EET 4.10 19.13 6.08 57.39 51.31

Rest of AnexB 12.14 300.20 0.00 18.00 900.59 918.59
Non AnexB 51.22 72.31 150.59 78.29

FSU 80 11.15 258.96 11.06 517.92 506.86 2.00
EET 2.76 19.94 2.74 39.88 37.14

Rest of AnexB 8.18 304.15 0.00 8.12 608.30 616.42
Non AnnexB 33.41 30.66 65.49 34.83

FSU 90 5.64 284.43 2.81 284.43 281.62 1.00

EET 1.40 20.72 0.70 20.72 20.03

Rest of AnexB 4.14 308.19 0.00 2.06 308.19 310.26
Non AnexB 16.04 7.06 15.72 8.66

FSU 100 0.00 309.76 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
EET 0.00 21.47 0.00 0.00 0.00

Rest of Anex.B 0.00 312.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

,Non AnnexB 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

*Rest of Annex refers to the sum of regions JPN, EEC and OOE.
** This column corresponds with net export profit values for the FSU, EET and Non-Annex B. For the Rest of Annex B totals,
this value is a net import cost.
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Table 15.2B: Scenario 2 Results For Non-Annex Permit Distribution

Hot Regions EEX CHN EVD DAE BRA ROW
Air %

0 Exports 0.00 168.43 22.35 0.00 8.91 0.00
(M C)

Net Profits 0.00 994.70 156.88 0.00 58.53 0.00
(M USD)

10 Exports 0.00 151.22 18.88 0.00 7.80 0.00

Net Profits 0.00 783.11 119.08 0.00 45.32 0.00

20 Exports 0.00 134.43 15.54 0.00 6.71 0.00

Net Profits 0.00 605.16 87.51 0.00 34.17 0.00

30 Exports 0.00 117.53 12.22 0.00 5.60 0.00

Net Profits 0.00 452.64 60.63 0.00 24.57 0.00

40 Exports 0.00 100.50 8.93 0.00 4.48 0.00

Net Profits 0.00 324.34 38.15 0.00 16.45 0.00

50 Exports 0.00 83.34 5.66 0.00 3.33 0.00

Net Profits 0.00 219.03 19.80 0.00 9.74 0.00

60 Exports 0.00 66.28 2.47 0.00 2.18 0.00

Net Profits 0.00 136.56 5.49 0.00 4.45 0.00

70 Exports 0.00 50.14 0.00 0.00 1.08 0.00

Net Profits 0.00 77.66 0.00 0.00 0.62 0.00

80 Exports 0.00 33.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Net Profits 0.00 34.83 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

90 Exports 0.00 16.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Net Profits 0.00 8.66 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

100 Exports 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Net Profits 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table 15.3A: Scenario 3 GTEM All GHG MAC Curves vAth Transaction Cost Gap

Region* Hot Domestic Imports Exports Domestic Cost of Export Total Cost Market
Air% Reduction (M t C) (M t C) Costs Imports Revenues /Profit** Price

(M C) (M USD) (M USD) (M USD) (M USD) (USD/t C)
FSU 0 46.08 46.08 198.79 411.06 212.26 8.92
EET 11.46 11.46 49.51 102.23 52.72

Rest of ArmexB 33.89 278.45 0.00 146.32 2483.72 2630.04
Non AnexB 219.59 791.79 1919.57 1127.78

FSU 10 41.63 72.61 161.19 579.41 418.22 7.98
EET 10.35 12.50 40.0 99.73 59.60

Rest of AnnexB 30.61 281.73 0.00 118.60 2248.16 2366.75
Non AnnexB 195.21 622.31 1526.61 904.29

FSU 20 37.40 99.35 129.26 705.58 576.31 7.10
EET 9.29 13.59 32.16 96.50 64.34

Rest of AnnexB 27.49 284.85 0.00 95.07 2022.97 2118.04
Non AnexB 171.81 480.38 1195.76 715.38

FSU 30 33.01 125.94 100.06 781.87 681.81 6.21
EET 8.20 14.64 24.88 90.90 66.02

Rest of AnnexB 24.25 288.08 0.00 73.57 1788.52 1862.08
Non AnnexB 147.32 353.08 896.36 543.27

FSU 40 28.67 152.58 75.02 815.09 740.07 5.34

EET 7.12 15.71 18.65 83.92 65.27

Rest of AnnexB 21.06 291.27 0.00 55.14 1556.02 1611.16
Non AnexB 122.91 247.13 643.47 396.34

FSU 50 24.49 179.37 54.38 810.85 756.47 4.52
EET 6.08 16.81 13.51 76.01 62.50

Rest of Annex-B 17.98 294.35 0.00 39.96 1330.65 1370.61
Non AnexB 99.10 163.44 439.04 275.60

FSU 60 20.89 206.74 39.36 791.04 751.67 3.83
EET 5.18 18.07 9.77 69.12 59.35

Rest of AnnexB 15.34 297.00 0.00 28.92 1136.36 1165.28
Non AnnexB 78.45 106.14 294.15 188.01

FSU 70 16.53 233.36 24.51 700.09 675.59 3.00
EET 4.10 19.13 6.08 57.39 51.31

Rest of AnnexB 12.14 300.20 0.00 18.00 900.59 918.59
Non AnexB 53.21 54.93 156.44 101.51

FSU 80 12.10 259.91 13.04 565.21 552.17 2.17
EET 3.00 20.18 3.23 43.88 40.64

Rest of AnexB 8.88 303.45 0.00 9.57 659.90 669.48
Non AnnexB 27.24 23.23 58.04 34.82

FSU 90 9.56 288.35 8.12 492.87 484.76 1.71
EET 2.37 21.70 2.01 37.08 35.07

Rest of Anex-B 7.02 305.32 0.00 5.96 521.88 527.83
Non AnnexB 15.02 8.24 25.17 16.93

FSU 100 0.00 309.76 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
EET 0.00 21.47 0.00 0.00 0.00

Rest of AnexB 0.00 312.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Non AnexB 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
*Rest of Annex refers to the sum of regions JPN, EEC and OOE.
** This column corresponds with net export profit values for the FSU, EET and Non-Annex B. For the Rest of Annex B totals,
this value is a net import cost.
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Table 15.3B: Scenario 3 Results For Non-Annex Pennit Distribution

Hot Air Regions EEX CHN m DAE BRA ROW

0 Exports 19.97 125.89 21.61 6.43 7.79 37.90
(M t Q

Net Profits 106.78 635.01 107.56 32.22 38.81 207.39
(M $US)

10 Exports 17.47 112.64 19.16 5.61 6.98 33.37

Net Profits 84.64 511.72 86.00 25.24 31.11 165.58

20 Exports 15.07 99.90 16.83 4.84 6.19 28.98

Net Profits 65.98 407.45 67.87 19.39 24.59 130.09

30 Exports 12.59 86.55 14.42 4.04 5.36 24.36

Net Profits 49.03 312.43 51.46 14.12 18.62 97.62

40 Exports 10.12 73.23 12.05 3.27 4.53 19.71

Net Profits 34.59 231.28 37.54 9.66 13.52 69.76

50 Exports 7.73 60.22 9.77 2.52 3.72 15.14

Net Profits 22.76 164.58 26.17 6.03 9.31 46.75

60 Exports 5.67 48.93 7.81 1.89 3.01 11.14

Net Profits 14.19 116.20 17.98 3.42 6.25 29.96

70 Exports 3.17 35.11 5.44 1.13 2.14 6.22

Net Profits 5.76 68.44 9.94 0.88 3.22 13.27

80 Exports 0.61 20.88 3.04 0.37 1.23 1.11

Net Profits -0.74 31.67 3.80 -1.07 0.88 0.27

90 Exports 0.00 12.65 1.67 0.00 0.71 0.00

Net Profits 0.00 15.87 1.18 0.00 -0.13 0.00

100 Exports 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Net Profits 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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